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Abstract
String theory contains various extended objects. Among those, objects of codimension
two (such as the D7-brane) are particularly interesting. Codimension two objects carry non-
Abelian charges which are elements of a discrete U-duality group and they may not admit
a simple space-time description, in which case they are known as exotic branes. A complete
classification of consistent codimension two objects in string theory is missing, even if we
demand that they preserve some supersymmetry. As a step toward such a classification,
we study the supersymmetric solutions of 3D maximal supergravity, which can be regarded
as approximate description of the geometry near codimension two objects. We present a
complete classification of the types of supersymmetric solutions that exist in this theory.
We found that this problem reduces to that of classifying nilpotent orbits associated with
the U-duality group, for which various mathematical results are known. We show that the
only allowed supersymmetric configurations are 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16 BPS, and determine
the nilpotent orbits that they correspond to. One example of 1/16 BPS configurations is a
generalization of the MSW system, where momentum runs along the intersection of seven
M5-branes. On the other hand, it turns out exceedingly difficult to translate this classifi-
cation into a simple criterion for supersymmetry in terms of the non-Abelian (monodromy)
charges of the objects. For example, it can happen that a supersymmetric solution exists
locally but cannot be extended all the way to the location of the object. To illustrate the
various issues that arise in constructing supersymmetric solutions, we present a number of
explicit examples.
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1 Introduction
Supergravity is well-known to be able to capture non-perturbative physics of string theory
which is often difficult to see in the full theory. For example, the existence of p-branes
charged under Ramond-Ramond gauge fields is predicted by the non-perturbative dualities
of string theory, but they were first found in supergravity as solitonic solutions [1] before
they were identified with the D-branes [2] in perturbative string theory.
By now, a vast number of supersymmetric solutions of supergravity have been found
in various dimensions, and in several cases a complete classification has been obtained.
However, so far, only a few solutions of d = 3 maximally supersymmetric supergravity have
been constructed, which is unfortunate, since this is a very interesting case for reasons we
now explain.
The duality of string theory predicts not only the standard branes such as D-branes
but also exotic branes [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] that have been studied far less. Exotic branes are
codimension-two objects whose higher-dimensional origin cannot be explained in terms of
standard branes (namely, D-branes, M-branes, F1-string, NS5-branes, gravitational waves,
and KK monopoles). Their characteristic feature is that they have a non-trivial monodromy
of U -duality around them. Namely, as one goes around an exotic brane, the spacetime
fields do not come back to the original value but only to the U -dual version. Perhaps the
most famililar example of such codimension-two branes is the (p, q) 7-brane in type IIB
string theory which is well-known in the context of F-theory [8, 9]. Type IIB string theory
has SL(2,Z) as the U -duality group under which the axion-dilaton field τ = C0 + ie−Φ
transforms as
τ → τ = aτ + b
cτ + d
,
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,Z). (1)
Two different values of τ related by (1) are to be physically identified in string theory. The
(p, q) 7-brane is a codimension-two brane around which the field τ undergoes the particular
monodromy1 (
a b
c d
)
=
(
1 + pq p2
−q2 1− pq
)
∈ SL(2,Z). (2)
One intriguing property of exotic branes is that they are generically non-geometric in
the following sense. Recall that U -duality mixes internal components of higher-dimensional
fields, including the metric. Therefore, the fact that exotic branes have non-trivial U -
duality monodromy around them implies that the metric is not single-valued in the presence
of exotic branes. In this sense, exotic branes are generically non-geometric [11, 12]. (There
are codimension-two branes that are geometric, such as the (p, q) 7-brane above though.)
Furthermore, these exotic branes are highly non-perturbative in the sense that they typically
have tension proportional to g−3s or g
−4
s .
Because of these facts, exotic branes are difficult to analyze in perturbative string the-
ory.2 However, in supergravity, they are represented simply by solutions with non-trivial
1The status of the SL(2,Z) 7-branes with more general monodromies (1) in string theory is unclear although
they certainly exist at the level of supergravity [10].
2Note however some recent work on sigma-model description of the 522 exotic brane which has tension pro-
portional to g−2s and presumably allow for perturbative description [14, 15, 16].
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d G(R) G(Z) K dimG rankG dimK
10A R+ 1 1 1 1 0
10B SL(2,R) SL(2,Z) SO(2) 3 1 1
9 SL(2,R)× R+ SL(2,R)× Z2 SO(2) 4 2 1
8 SL(3,R)× SL(2,R) SL(3,Z)× SL(2,Z) SO(3)× SO(2) 8 + 3 2 + 1 3 + 1
7 SL(5,R) SL(5,Z) SO(5) 24 4 10
6 SO(5, 5,R) SO(5, 5,Z) SO(5)× SO(5) 45 5 20
5 E6(6) E6(6)(Z) USp(8) 78 6 36
4 E7(7) E7(7)(Z) SU(8) 133 7 63
3 E8(8) E8(8)(Z) SO(16) 248 8 120
Table 1: The U -duality groups in maximally supersymmetric supergravity and string theory in various (d)
dimensions. G(R) is the classical U -duality group while G(Z) is the quantum one [13]. K is the maximal
compact subgroup of G(R).
monodromies for scalars around them, just as in (1). Therefore, it is very interesting to
ask what is the most general solution possible in supergravity with non-trivial U -duality
monodromies. In this paper, we attempt such a classification of codimension-two branes.
The expectation is that the solutions we find correspond to non-perturbative objects in the
full string theory.
Note that the problem of classifying codimension-two branes is more non-trivial than that
of classifying higher codimension branes. This is because the charge of higher codimension
branes is measured by usual gauge field flux and lives in a linear lattice Zn where n is
the number of gauge fields, while the charge of codimension-two branes is measured by
its monodromy which lives in the U -duality group G(Z). The discrete non-Abelian group
G(Z) has more intricate structure than Zn and the possible configurations of codimension-
two branes are more complicated than those of higher codimension branes. Note that in
this paper we are considering the (classical) supergravity moduli space, with the classical
U -duality group G(R).
If we compactify type II string theory on T 10−d or M-theory on T 11−d down to d di-
mensions, then the U -duality group G(Z) becomes larger (see Table 1), the number of
scalars that span the group’s representation increases, and, consequently, the spectrum of
codimension-two exotic branes becomes much richer. As can be seen in Table 1, the U -
duality group in lower dimensions contains the U -duality group in higher dimensions. As a
result, codimension-two objects in higher dimensional theory always exist in lower dimen-
sional theory too. Therefore, for the purpose of classifying codimension-two branes, we can
just focus on the lowest possible dimension, namely d = 3. For d = 3, codimension-two
objects are point particles and therefore our goal is to classify configurations of particle-like
objects in 2+1 dimensions. Note that a point particle in d = 3 is going to destroy flat
asymptotics. Therefore, we should regularize geometry at long distance by closing it to S2
as in F-theory [8, 9] or regard our solutions as near-source approximation of some higher
codimension configurations such as supertubes [11, 12] which have flat asymptotics.
To achieve the goal of classifying all possible point particles in d = 3, a first step is to clas-
sify all possible supersymmetric point particles. A classification of all half-supersymmetric
point particles in d = 3 was already achieved in [17, 18, 19], but a full classification of all
possible point particles preserving any supersymmetry is still lacking. In this paper, we
try to remedy this somewhat by finding a full classification of supersymmetric solutions in
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d = 3 maximally supersymmetric supergravity, which should be the low-energy limit of the
compactification of type II string theory on a T 7. This full classification entails the precise
necessary and sufficient conditions for supersymmetry in this supergravity theory. While our
classification is thus complete in this sense, unfortunately this does not specify the allowed
monodromies/charges of supersymmetric point particles. This is because our classification
of supersymmetry is given in terms of a quantity Pz which is not immediately related to the
monodromy/charge of point particles.3 Moreover, even if a local supersymmetric solution
exists, there may exist global obstructions towards extending the solution all the way to the
location of the point particle.
In lieu of a full classification of the allowed monodromies of supersymmetric point parti-
cles, we will give a plethora of (not only supersymmetric) examples of point particle solutions
with various monodromies, which will also further illustrate the difficulty of achieving a full
classification of allowed monodromies of supersymmetric solutions.
A solution in d = 3 dimensions can be uplifted to a configuration in 10 or 11 dimensions
involving various branes. Note, however, such an uplift is not unique but is determined only
up to an overall U -duality transformation. Therefore, an interesting question to ask is if
there are 3d configurations whose uplift involve non-geometric exotic branes in all possible
U -duality frames. However, since, as we will show, the relation between the brane mon-
odromy and supersymmetry is unclear, we have no straightforward way to answer to this
question. The only thing we can say is that we have succeeded in finding a “standard” (non-
exotic) brane representative for each of the supersymmetry preserving orbits (see especially
Table 2). However, even if all supersymmetric branes were to admit a standard representa-
tive, this would still not imply that combinations of different supersymmetric branes would
simultaneously admit a representation in terms of standard branes. Unfortunately, the study
of multi-centered solutions appears to be at least one order of magnitude more complicated
than the construction of single point particles, and we will not attempt to do so in this
paper.
As already mentioned, we do manage to find a complete classification in terms of explicit
necessary and sufficient conditions for supersymmetry in 3D maximal supergravity. Our ini-
tial analysis follows the strategy pioneered in [20, 21]; we assume the existence of a Killing
spinor and construct a Killing vector V from it. This divides the supersymmetric solutions
into a “timelike” or “null” class, depending on if V is timelike or null. The situation is
reminiscent of classifications of solutions in minimal supergravity in d = 5, 6 and N = 2
supergravity in d = 4, see e.g. [22, 23, 24, 25]. However, the structure of maximal super-
gravity is more complicated than in these situations with considerably less supersymmetry,
and we must resort to a detailed analysis of a quantity Pz (which takes values in the algebra
e8) to further determine conditions of supersymmetry preservation. It turns out that Pz
must be a nilpotent algebra element to preserve supersymmetry, and moreover there are
only a few nilpotent orbits that preserve a given amount of supersymmetry (all listed in
table 2). This, in turn, is reminiscent of [26, 27], where the classification of supersymmetric
stationary solutions in 4D is studied via a timelike reduction from to 3D, giving a Euclidean
supergravity theory in which nilpotent orbits also play a crucial role in the classification
of supersymmetry preservation. We do note that the analysis presented in [26, 27] is quite
3This can be related to the discussion in [17], in which is shown using group theory arguments that the BPS
condition is degenerate for branes with codimension two or less, i.e. that there are multiple branes that preserve
exactly the same supersymmetries.
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different, as e.g. the U -duality structure in this Euclidean theory admits a non-compact ver-
sion of so(16) (which should be compared to the compact so(16) of table 1 for 3D). We also
note that a partial classification of supersymmetric solutions in half-maximal gauged super-
gravity has been done in [28], where G = SO(8, n), H = SO(8)× SO(n). Their analysis is
complementary to ours in that they did a more detailed analysis of the spinor bilinears while
we focused on Lie-algebraic structures. It would be interesting to combine the techniques of
that paper with ours to clarify more structure of supersymmetric solutions.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we first review
some important mathematical and physical structures we need for our story. We review
facts about general scalar cosets in d dimensions before specializing to the case at hand in
3d with coset E8(8)/SO(16); finally, we also review concepts in Lie algebras that are crucial
for our story—most notably about the (nilpotent) orbit structure in real and complex Lie
algebras. Section 3 contains the classification of supersymmetric solutions in 3D maximal
supergravity; all results are formulated and summarized in section 3.1, which can be seen
as the main result in this paper; the proofs of the results are given in section 3.2. In
sections 4 and 5, we search for explicit single-center brane solutions with various scalar
monodromies. Section 4 deals with setting up an ansatz for such single-center solutions,
and finding recipes to construct branes with any semisimple or nilpotent monodromy; it is
also explained how the brane representations of table 2 are obtained. In section 5, we try to
find more complicated single-center brane solutions that live in sl(3). The results of sections
4 and 5 are summarized in section 5.3 and especially table 3. Finally, we summarize and
discuss our results in section 6.
For a first reading of this paper, we suggest first browsing the preliminaries in section
2, if necessary. A self-contained overview of our results can be obtained by reading the
main results of the supersymmetry classification in section 3.1, and the summary of the
single-centered brane solutions (of sections 4 and 5) in section 5.3 and especially table 3.
2 Preliminaries
Below, we first review maximally supersymmetric supergravity (maximal supergravity), fo-
cusing on the structure of the scalar sector. After discussing general d dimensions, we will
turn to the d = 3 theory which we are interested in. Then, we give a brief summary of some
facts about Lie algebras of relevance to us later.
2.1 Scalar cosets and maximal supergravity
If we compactify 10-dimensional type IIA/B supergravity on T 10−d or 11-dimensional su-
pergravity on T 11−d down to d non-compact dimensions, we obtain maximal (ungauged)
supergravity with the duality symmetry groups G(R) as summarized in Table 1. These
theories have scalar fields parametrizing the coset space Mc = G(R)/K(R), where K(R)
is the maximal compact subgroup of G(R). The isometry group of Mc is G(R). In string
theory, the duality group reduces to the discrete subgroup G(Z) and, at the same time,
the scalar moduli space becomes Mq = G(Z)\G(R)/K(R). Namely, points in the classical
moduli spaceMc related by an element of G(Z) are identified in the quantum moduli space
Mq. We will not see these quantum effects in our analysis, as we are considering classical
solutions in supergravity, i.e. working in the classical moduli space Mc.
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Let us study the coset structure of the scalar sector of the theory in more detail [29, 30].
Let us denote the Lie algebra of G and K by g and k, respectively. In g, we can define
the Cartan involution θ which reverses the sign of every non-compact generator while leaves
unchanged the sign of every compact generator. Using θ, all the Cartan generators of the
Lie algebra g decompose as (Cartan decomposition)
g = k⊕ p, p ≡ g 	 k, (3)
where
θ(k) = k (compact), θ(p) = −p (non-compact). (4)
θ gives a Z2 grading because [k,k] ∈ k, [k,p] ∈ p, [p,p] ∈ k; we will call elements of
k even generators and ones of p odd generators. The real Lie algebra g that appears in
maximal supergravity is the maximally non-compact real form (also known as the split real
form). In this case, all Cartan generators and half of the other generators are non-compact,
while the other half are compact. More precisely, let us denote the positive-root generators,
negative-root generators and Cartan generators in the Cartan-Weyl basis by (Eα, E−α, Hi),
where α ranges over all the positive roots. For g maximally non-compact, θ can be taken
to act as
θ : (Eα, E−α, Hi) → (−E−α,−Eα,−Hi). (5)
Therefore, ~H and Eα + E−α are non-compact (odd) while Eα − E−α are compact (even).
We can take θ(x) = −xT (x ∈ g) if K is an orthogonal group while θ(x) = −x† if K is a
unitary group. Note that θ satisfies θ([x, y]) = [θ(x), θ(y)].
The scalar fields of maximal supergravity parametrize the coset spaceMc = G(R)/K(R).
They can be represented by a matrix V ∈ G(R) if we assume that g ∈ G(R) and k ∈ K(R)
act on V as follows:
V → gV k. (6)
Two matrices V, V ′ must be identified if they are related by right-multiplication of k ∈ K.
To fix this ambiguity, we must choose some specific gauge. One convenient gauge choice is
the “unitary gauge” [29] in which
V = eφ, φ ∈ p = g 	 k. (7)
When we act on V with a global G-duality transformation g ∈ G(R) according to (6), we
must also act with a compensating local K transformation so that we remain in the gauge
(7). The local K transformation in general depends on the field φ.
Another useful gauge uses the Iwasawa decomposition which says that we can always
write V ∈ G as
V = nak, (8)
where n is generated by the positive roots of g, a is generated by the Cartan subalgebra of
g, and k ∈ K. By an appropriate choice of the local K transformation, we can always take
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the “Borel gauge” in which the scalar moduli matrix takes the form
V = na. (9)
One possible choice is to take
V = na =
[∏
α>0
eAαEα
]
eφiH
i
, (10)
where the product is over positive roots (for precise ordering of roots, see [30]). The relation
between the lower dimensional scalars and the internal components of higher dimensional
fields is easier to see in the Borel gauge [30].
An important quantity for constructing a covariant action is
V −1∂µV = Pµ +Qµ, (11)
where Pµ and Qµ are the projection of V
−1∂µV onto p and k, respectively; namely,
Pµ ≡ 1− θ
2
V −1∂µV, Qµ ≡ 1 + θ
2
V −1∂µV. (12)
These can be shown to satisfy Bianchi identities
[Dµ, Dν ] = −[Pµ, Pν ], Dµ ≡ ∂µ +Qµ;
DµPν ≡ ∂µPν + [Qµ, Pν ] = DνPµ.
(13)
Or equivalently, in form language,
dQ+
1
2
[Q,Q] +
1
2
[P, P ] = 0,
dP + [Q,P ] = 0,
(14)
where P ≡ Pµdxµ, Q ≡ Qµdxµ, so that e.g. [Q,P ] = [Qµ, Pν ]dxµ ∧ dxν .
As explained above, a global G transformation will induce a local K transformation.
Under this local K transformation, it can be shown that Pµ transforms covariantly while
Qµ transforms as a K gauge field. This fact makes it possible to write down an invariant
action. Because tr(PµPµ) is invariant, the general form of the metric and scalar part of the
maximal supergravity action is
Sscalar =
1
4κ2
∫
ddx
√−g [R− gµν tr(PµPν)] . (15)
Our convention is that the signature of the metric is mostly plus. Also, if we have a quantity
that transforms under K transformation, i.e., R-symmetry, such as the gravitino, we can
covariantize the derivatives acting on it with respect to K transformations using Q as the
gauge connection. The total action has, in addition to the metric and scalars appearing in
Sscalar (15), terms that involve other bosonic form fields as well as fermions, all covariantized
by the procedure just outlined. However, in this paper, we focus on the d = 3 case where
there are no form fields but only scalars, and hence (15) is the full bosonic action. Even for
d > 3, as long as one considers configurations with vanishing form fields, (15) is the relevant
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bosonic action. In such situations, the equations of motion derived from this action are
Rµν − tr(PµPν) = 0, (16)
∇µPµ + [Qµ, Pµ] = 0. (17)
where ∇µ is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection.
Rather than Pµ and Qµ which depend on the gauge choice, it is sometimes more useful
to work with gauge independent quantities. It is clear that the quantity
M ≡ V V T . (18)
is independent of the K gauge transformation in (6) if K is the orthogonal group (if K is
unitary, use M = V V † instead). Under the transformation (6), the matrix M transforms as
M → gMgT . (19)
In the unitary gauge (7), M can be written as
M = eφ(eφ)T = eφe−θ(φ) = e2φ. (20)
The action (15) can be written in terms of M as (using 2eφPµe
−φ = ∂µMM−1):
Sscalar =
1
4κ2
∫
ddx
√−g
[
R+
1
4
gµν tr(∂µM
−1∂νM)
]
. (21)
The equations of motion derived from this action are
Rµν − 1
4
tr(∂µMM
−1∂νMM−1) = 0, (22)
∇µ(∇µMM−1) = 0. (23)
The M equation of motion (23) can be thought of as the conservation law for the current
1-form j as follows
d ∗ j = 0, j ≡ 1
2
dM M−1 = V PV −1. (24)
From the definition of j, we can show that, if we move along a path parametrized by λ,
M(λ) = Pe2
∫ λ
0
jM(0), (25)
where P is path ordering with respect to λ and gives the monodromy4 of the matrix M .
From the definition of j, it follows that dj + 2j ∧ j = 0. Therefore, 2j is a “flat connection”
and the “Wilson line” Pe2
∫ λ
0
j depends only on the endpoints of the path. Note that, using
the relation jM = MjT which immediately follows from the definition of j and from the
fact that MT = M , we can rewrite (25) as
M(λ) = g(λ)M(0)g(λ)T , g(λ) = Pe
∫ γ
0
j . (26)
4This monodromy is not the same as the usual scalar monodromy g as in (19), which is the usual definition
of the scalar monodromy and is the one we will use in the rest of the paper.
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Unlike Pe2
∫
γ
j , the quantity g(λ) does depend on the path γ, since j is not a flat connection.
Note that the relations (25), (26) follow from definitions and are independent of the equation
of motion (24).
2.2 Maximal supergravity in three dimensions
Thus far, we have been considering general d. From now on, let us focus on the d = 3 case
which we are interested in. Maximal supergravity in d = 3 was first constructed in [29].
For d = 3, the duality group is G = E8(8)(R) with the maximal compact subgroup
K(R) = SO(16). The 248 generators of g = e8(8) consist of the 120 compact k = so(16)
generators XIJ (I, J = 1, . . . , 16, XIJ = −XJI) and the 128 non-compact p = g 	 k
generators Y A (A = 1, . . . , 128) which transform in the Majorana-Weyl spinor representation
128 of SO(16). Correspondingly, the P,Q fields introduced before can be expanded as
Pµ = P
A
µ Y
A, Qµ =
1
2Q
IJ
µ X
IJ . The scalar field φ in (7) can be expanded as φ = φAY A. For
more details about the e8(8) Lie algebra, see appendix A.
The d = 3 spacetime spinors can be taken to be two-component Majorana spinors. Since
we have N = 16 supersymmetry in maximal supergravity, we have 16 gravitinos ψIµ and
16 supersymmetry transformation parameters I , where I = 1, . . . , 16. In addition, we
have dilatinos χA˙ where A˙ = 1, . . . , 128 is the index for the other Majorana-Weyl spinor
representation 128′ of SO(16). We take the d = 3 gamma matrices in Minkowski spacetime
to be
γ0ˆ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, γ1ˆ =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γ2ˆ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(27)
where the hats mean flat indices. In this basis, Majorana spinors are really real.
The bosonic action (15) must be supplemented with fermionic terms for the total action
to be supersymmetric. We do not need the form of the full action but let us note that, when
the fermion background vanishes, the supersymmetry transformations of the fermionic fields
are
δψIµ =
1
κ
(
∂µ
I +
1
4
ωaˆbˆµ γaˆbˆ
I +QIJµ 
J
)
, (28)
δχA˙ =
i
2κ
γµIΓI
A˙A
PAµ . (29)
Here, ωaˆbˆµ is the spin connection, γaˆbˆ ≡ 12 (γaˆγbˆ − γbˆγaˆ), and ΓIA˙A is the chiral block of the
SO(16) gamma matrices defined in appendix A.1 and can be taken to be real matrices. The
last term in (28) is the K-covariantization mentioned above. For the background to preserve
supersymmetry, the above supersymmetry variation must vanish.
In particular, let us consider the following configuration:
ds2 = −dt2 + eU(z,z)dzdz, Pt = Qt = 0, (30)
where z = x1 + ix2, z = x1 − ix2. Later, we will see that requiring supersymmetry leads to
an ansatz of the form (30).5 For the ansatz (30), it is easy to see that the field equations
5More precisely, this corresponds to supersymmetric solutions in the timelike class. There is also the null
class of solutions which is discussed in section 3.
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(16), (17) become
tr(P 2) = tr(P
2
) = 0, tr(PP ) = Rzz = −∂∂U. (31)
∂P + [Q,P ] + ∂P + [Q,P ] = 0 (32)
and the Bianchi identities (14) are
∂P − ∂P + [Q,P ]− [Q,P ] = 0, ∂Q− ∂Q+ [Q,Q] + [P, P ] = 0, (33)
where we used the shorthand notation
P ≡ Pz, P ≡ Pz, Q ≡ Qz, Q ≡ Qz, ∂ ≡ ∂z, ∂ ≡ ∂z. (34)
It will be important to note that P = Pz and Q = Qz no longer live in the real algebras
pR = (e8(8))R	so(16)R and kR = so(16)R, but in their complexified version pC = (e8(8))C	
so(16)C and kC = so(16)C, respectively.
The condition for the field configuration to preserve supersymmetry is that the super-
symmetry variation (28), (29) for fermions vanish. Namely,
ζ
I
ΓI
A˙A
PA = ζIΓI
A˙A
P
A
= 0, (35)
D(e−U/4ζ) = D(eU/4ζ) = D(eU/4ζ) = D(e−U/4ζ) = 0, (36)
where we defined
ζI ≡ I1 + iI2, ζ
I ≡ I1 − iI2. (37)
Note that the subscript of I1,2 is the 3D spinor index. Also, in (36), D,D are the K-covariant
derivatives, DξI = ∂ξI +QIJξJ , DξI = ∂ξI +Q
IJ
ξJ with ξ = ζ or ξ = ζ. (These covariant
derivatives act only as normal derivatives when acting on e±U/4.)
Let us now reason that, for this configuration, satisfying the projection equations in-
volving P , i.e. (35), is necessary and sufficient for a given amount of supersymmetry to be
preserved on-shell. The integrability of the other supersymmetry equations (36) is assured
if [eU/4De−U/4, e−U/4DeU/4]ζ = 0, which gives us the condition:
(∂Q− ∂Q+QQ−QQ)ζ = −1
2
(∂∂U)ζ. (38)
On the right hand side, the expression is just Rzz/2. From the first Bianchi identity of
(14), the left hand side is just −[P, P ]ζ = −PAΓIJABP
B
ζJ . Using this and multiplying the
projection equation (35) by ΓJ
A˙B
to get the identity:6 :
2ζIΓIJABP
A
+ ζJP
B
= 0, (39)
6We wish to thank the anonymous referee for pointing out that this equation can be used in an alternative
proof of parts of Main Result 2. Upon multiplication by ζ
J
, one realizes that the equation essentially gives us
the equation [H,X] = 2X with H ∼ ζIζJ and X ∼ Pz, implying that Pz is nilpotent and moreover giving an
indication of which nilpotent orbits are allowed through an analysis of the stabilizer of H.
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we can rewrite the integrability condition as:
1
2
tr(PP )ζI =
1
2
Rzzζ
I . (40)
The resulting equation is just the Einstein equation of motion (31) and will always be
satisfied on-shell, assuring us that the other supersymmetry equations (36) can be integrated.
The reverse reasoning can also be applied, i.e. if we have a solution ζ to the Q equations,
then using [eU/4De−U/4, e−U/4DeU/4]ζ = 0, the Bianchi identity, and the Einstein equation
of motion, we get:
− PAΓIJABP
B
ζJ =
1
2
PAP
A
ζI , (41)
which can be multiplied by ζ
I
and rewritten as:
‖M A˙‖2 = 0, (42)
where ‖ ·‖ is the complex vector norm and M A˙ = ΓJ
A˙B
P
B
ζJ . It follows that M A˙ = 0, which
are exactly the P projection equations. We can conclude that studying the P projection
equations (35) is necessary and sufficient to guarantuee that a certain fraction of SUSY is
preserved (on-shell): if we can pick a spinor at a point in spacetime, ζ(x0), which satisfies
the P projection equations at that point, then we are guarantueed that the Q equations can
be integrated, i.e. we can extend ζ to a function over spacetime; but we are also assured that
this resulting function ζ will satisfy the P projection equations at every point in spacetime.7
We have not discussed the precise boundary conditions for the fermions. The fermions
transform both under the compact subgroup K and as space-time spinors. If we are looking
for solutions with monodromy g0 ∈ G(Z), then V = eφ will have the property that
V (e2piiz) = g0V (z)K0(z) (43)
and the natural boundary condition for the fermions is that they should transform with
K0(z) as we go around the origin. Since
P (e2piiz) = K0(z)
−1P (z)K0(z), (44)
this boundary condition is indeed compatible with the projection equations for unbroken
supersymmetry generators (see (59) and the discussion immediately after). We therefore
apparently do not need to explicitly check the boundary conditions for the fermions and will
not discuss this point explicitly in what follows.
2.3 Lie Algebra Concepts
We will be needing a few important concepts in the theory of Lie algebras in our classification
of supersymmetric solutions in 3D (especially in the timelike class). We introduce these
concepts here and illustrate them with simple sl(n) examples.
7This is without taking into acount possible singular points where e.g. P blows up (for instance, at points
where singular brane sources sit), which may need to be excised from the spacetime.
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2.3.1 Root Decomposition of Lie Algebras
The root decomposition of Lie algebras is well-known, but we review it here very quickly for
reference as well as discuss the root system of e8.
In every Lie algebra g, we can select a number of commuting (semi-simple) elements Hi.
The maximum number of such elements that we can select is called the rank of g, and the
collection {Hi} is called a Cartan subalgebra of g. Then, we can pick a basis for the rest of
g that simultaneously diagonalizes all of the generators Hi. This diagonalizing basis can be
given by {Eα}, where α is a rank(g)-length vector that denotes the eigenvalues of Eα under
commutation with the Hi’s, called a root (vector). Roots have many properties, e.g. if α is
a root, then −α is also a root; the collection of all vectors α that are roots is called a root
system. In the end, all of the commutation relations of g are then given by:
[Hi, Eα] = αiEα, (45)
[Eα, E−α] = α ·H, (46)
[Eα, Eβ ] = Nα,βEα+β , (47)
where Nα,β 6= 0 only if α + β is a root. These Nα,β ’s satisfy a number of consistency
conditions (e.g. through the Jacobi identity), but there are still overall factors that can be
chosen arbitrary.
The Lie algebra e8 has rank 8, so there are 8 generators in the Cartan subalgebra; addi-
tionally there are 240 root generators Eα. The root system we will use consists of all 8-vectors
with two entries ±1 and all other entries 0 (112 such roots), and all 8-vectors with all entries
± 12 with an even number of + 12 (128 such roots). Explicitly, we have all permutations
of: (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 12 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), 12 (−1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1),
1
2 (−1,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1), as well as their negatives.
The Cartan involution θ has been mentioned above already. We repeat here that we
always take it to act on the Lie algebra as:
θ(Eα) = −E−α, θ(Hi) = −Hi, (48)
so that the compact generators (those with eigenvalue +1 under θ) are given by Eα −E−α,
and the non-compact generators (those with eigenvalue −1 under θ) are given by Hi, Eα +
E−α.
2.3.2 The Adjoint Representation; Nilpotent and Semi-simple Elements
The well-known adjoint representation of a Lie algebra takes an element to its action via
the commutator:
adj : g 7→ End(g) : X → adX ; adX(Y ) = [X,Y ]. (49)
Using the adjoint representation, we can divide elements of the Lie algebra into three distinct
classes (the only overlap between the three classes is the element 0):
• Nilpotent elements: elements X for which (adX)n ≡ 0 for some finite n.
The Jacobson-Morozov theorem tells us that for any nilpotent element X in an algebra
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g, we can always find elements H,Y ∈ g which satisfy
[H,X] = 2X, [H,Y ] = −2Y, [X,Y ] = H. (50)
Such a triple {H,X, Y } is called a standard triple and it generates an sl(2) subalgebra
of g.
In sl(n), typical examples of nilpotent elements are the upper-triangular matrices (with
zero on the diagonal).
• Semi-simple elements: elements X for which adX is diagonalizable (in the complexified
version of the Lie algebra).
In sl(n), obvious examples are any traceless diagonal matrix.
• Other elements: elements that are neither nilpotent nor semi-simple. For all elements
X, the unique Jordan decomposition is given by:
X = XS +XN , (51)
where XS is semi-simple, XN is nilpotent, and [XS , XN ] = 0. Lie algebra theory
guarantees that such a unique splitting always exists and XS , XN lie in the same
algebra as X.
An interesting fact is that all elements of sl(2) are either nilpotent or semi-simple [31].
So the “smallest” algebra where we can find such a non-semi-simple and non-nilpotent
element is sl(3); an example is X =
 1 1 00 1 0
0 0 −2
, where XS is the diagonal part
and XN the off-diagonal part.
For semisimple Lie algebras, X is nilpotent (resp. semisimple) if and only if X is nilpotent
(resp. semisimple) in every finite dimensional representation of the Lie algebra. It follows
that an embedding of an algebra into another algebra preserves nilpotency or semi-simplicity
of each element [31]. One corrollary that this implies is that if an element X is a part of an
sl(2) subalgebra of a given Lie algebra g, then X must be either semi-simple or nilpotent.
2.3.3 Orbits; Topology of Orbits
Another very important concept in Lie algebras is that of an orbit OX of an element X,
also known as its conjugacy class. We refer to the excellent book [31] for more details on
orbits (especially nilpotent orbits) in a Lie algebra; we will only give an intuitive sketch of
the subject here. Unless otherwise specified, the results mentioned are valid both for orbits
in real and complex Lie algebras.
For an element X in a matrix Lie algebra g with associated connected matrix Lie group
G, the conjugacy class or orbit is defined naturally as:
OX = G ·X = {M ·X ·M−1, M ∈ G}. (52)
There is a natural extension of this definition to define orbits in non-matrix Lie algebras as
well using the natural action of the Lie group G on the Lie algebra g [31].
It is very important to realize that orbits always only contain one type of elements
(nilpotent, semi-simple, or other); thus, the study of e.g. classifying all nilpotent elements
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in a Lie algebra can be reduced to the somewhat easier problem of classifying all nilpotent
orbits in a Lie algebra.
Let us collect a few important and interesting facts on the orbits of the semi-simple and
nilpotent types (not much can be said about the other type):
• Semi-simple orbits. There are infinitely many of these orbits. For complex Lie algebras,
every semi-simple orbit contains exactly one element of a given Cartan subalgebra (up
to Weyl reflections). In other words, every semi-simple element in a complex Lie
algebra is conjugate to an element in a given Cartan subalgebra. In particular, the
well-known result that all Cartan subalgebras are conjugate follows from this.
For real Lie algebras, the same is not true. As an example, consider the Cartan
subalgebras generated by elements of the form
(
λ 0
0 −λ
)
in sl(2). This Cartan
subalgebra is complex conjugate to the Cartan subalgebra generated by
(
0 λ
−λ 0
)
with λ ∈ C, but these are not two conjugate subalgebras in sl(2)R where we take λ ∈ R
in both subalgebras.
For the real algebra e8(8) (the case we are ultimately interested in), there are 10 distinct
conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras [32].
• Nilpotent orbits. One surprising fact is that there are only finitely many nilpotent
orbits in any (real or complex) Lie algebra. They can and have been enumerated
for all semi-simple complex and real Lie algebras [31]. In general, the intersection of
a complex nilpotent orbit with the real algebra is a union of multiple real nilpotent
orbits.
For example, in sl(2)C, there is only one nilpotent orbit, generated by the element(
0 1
0 0
)
. However, in sl(2)R, there is also a second nilpotent orbit generated by(
0 −1
0 0
)
.
There is a natural topology which one can impose on a Lie algebra called the Zariski
topology. The closed sets in the Zariski topology are the sets of zeros of polynomials in
the elements. We will not spend too much details on the specifics here (although we will
need this topology explicitly in e.g. the proof of Result a); however, a number of results
concerning the topology of orbits will be important in the following.
Note: The closure O of an orbit O should not be confused with the complex conjugate P of
an element P !
First of all, let us stress that the closure of an orbit is always a union of orbits (because
the closure of an orbit is G-invariant). Further, we can collect some important facts about
the three types of orbits:
• Semi-simple orbits. These are the only orbits that are closed sets by themselves. This
means that for a semi-simple X, OX = OX . This also implies that every closure of an
orbit contains a semi-simple orbit. The zero orbit O0 = {0} is by convention the only
orbit which is both semi-simple and nilpotent.
• Other orbits. An element X with unique Jordan decomposition X = XS +XN has the
important property that OXS ⊂ OX .
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• Nilpotent orbits. These orbits are the only orbits that contain the zero orbit, O0 = {0},
in their closure. Further, it is very non-trivial that there exists a well-defined partial
ordering structure on nilpotent orbits as follows: Oi ≤ Oj if Oi ⊆ Oj . This partial
ordering allows us to draw a so-called Hasse diagram, where orbits are ordered from
left to right by dimension of the orbit and a line is drawn between two orbits if one is
contained in the closure of the other. The (partial) Hasse diagram for nilpotent orbits
in e8(8) is given in Fig. 1 in appendix B. Note how e.g. O1 ≤ O3 as we can trace a line
backwards from O3 to O1.
Finally, there is one more type of orbit that we will be interested in. Take a Cartan
decomposition g = k ⊕ p of g as in (3), i.e. when g is viewed as a real Lie algebra, k
contains compact generators and p non-compact generators; and call G,K the Lie groups
that are associated to, respectively, g,k. Then we will also be interested in complex K(C)-
orbits in pC. Note that these objects are well-defined, as the action of K on p is internal.
We will see later on that these orbits are crucial in the characterization of the timelike class
of supersymmetric solutions.
Up until now, we have only discussed complex and real G-orbits in g; one might a
priori think that these K-orbits in p are completely different animals. Thankfully, there
is the Kostant-Sekiguchi bijection which is a natural one-to-one correspondence between
G(R)-orbits in gR and K(C)-orbits in pC [31].8 This natural bijection also carries over the
topology structure of the orbits.9 Thus, when we talk about K(C)-orbits in pC, we will
be able to use many results concerning G(R)-orbits in gR. A few other results concerning
K(C)-orbits in pC that are needed are collected in appendix B. Sometimes, we will want to
relate an element of a complex K-orbit in p to an element in the corresponding (through
the Kostant-Sekiguchi bijection) real G-orbit in g (or vice versa). We will denote such a
relationship as:
Pz ./ X, (53)
which should be read as “the complex K-orbit of Pz corresponds to the real G-orbit of X
through the Kostant-Sekiguchi bijection”. Intuitively, one can think of this as being a kind
of generalization of the concept of “conjugate to”, since the elements in orbits connected by
this bijection share many important properties.
For gR = e8(8), there are 116 nilpotentG(R)-orbits in gR (and infinitely many semi-simple
and other orbits, as explained above); these are typically labelled 0–115, where 0 = {0} is
the trivial orbit. Because of the Kostant-Sekiguchi bijection, this same numbering applies
to the nilpotent K(C)-orbits in pC.
2.3.4 Standard Triples; Cayley Triples; Cayley Transforms
A few times in this paper, we will be referring to a “standard triple”. A standard triple is
a triple {H,X, Y } in Lie algebra g which satisfies:10
[H,X] = 2X; [H,Y ] = −2Y ; [X,Y ] = H. (54)
8Note that this correspondence is between orbits and not between elements in the orbits.
9At least for classical Lie algebras [31] and for E8(8) [33]; presumably this is true for other exceptional Lie
algebras as well.
10The conventions of the standard triple sometimes differ in the sign of the third commutator. We follow the
convention of e.g. [31], while e.g. [34] has an extra minus sign in this commutator.
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Clearly, span{H,X, Y } is an sl(2)-subalgebra of g.
Given a Cartan involution θ, a Cayley triple is defined as a standard triple which satisfies:
θ(X) = −Y ; θ(Y ) = −X; θ(H) = −H. (55)
For example, for any root α and the Cartan involution as specified at the end of section
2.3.1, {α ·H,Eα, E−α} is such a Cayley triple.
Given a Cayley triple, the Cayley transform of the Cayley triple is given by the standard
triple {H ′, X ′, Y ′}, with:
X ′ =
1
2
(X + Y + iH); Y ′ =
1
2
(X + Y − iH); H ′ = i(X − Y ). (56)
It is easy to see that this new triple consists of eigenvectors of θ, i.e. θ(X ′) = −X ′, θ(Y ′) =
−Y ′; θ(H ′) = −H ′. (A triple with this property is also called a normal triple.)
As mentioned above, the Jacobson-Morozov theorem guarantuees us that every nilpotent
element can be embedded in a standard triple. This is crucial in the study and classification
of complex and real nilpotent orbits, which relies heavily on this standard triple and in
particular the neutral element H that accomponies the nilpotent X. Any nilpotent G(R)-
orbit in gR contains a representative X which is the nilpositive element of a real Cayley
triple. The Kostant-Sekiguchi bijection between G(R)-orbits in gR and K(C)-orbits in pC
sends the orbit through this nilpositive element X (in a real orbit) of a real Cayley triple
into the complex orbit of its Cayley transform X ′, i.e., X ./ X ′ using the notation defined
above.
3 Structure of SUSY solutions
In this section, we will discuss our results on characterizing supersymmetric solutions in
3D maximal supergravity as described above. This section will always use the notation
G(R) ≡ E8(8); G(C) ≡ E8(C); K(C/R) ≡ SO(16,C/R); kC/R ≡ so(16)C/R; pR ≡ e8,8 	
so(16)R; pC ≡ (e8)C 	 so(16)C.
3.1 Statement of Results
Our first result is about the spacetime metric of a SUSY solution:
Main Result 1. A spacetime that preserves some supersymmetry is of one of two classes:
• The timelike class, for which the metric is static and can always be brought to the
form:
ds2 = −dt2 + eU(z,z¯)(dzdz¯). (57)
In these spacetimes, Pt = 0; the scalars do not depend on t.
• The null class of pp-waves, for which the metric can always be brought to the form:
ds2 = −2dudv − 2ω(v, x)dvdx+ h(v, x)dx2. (58)
The scalars only depend on v; the only non-zero component of P is Pv.
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Our second main result is to classify the timelike class of solutions and will feature the
quantity Pz defined above in section 2.2 prominently. As we saw above at the end of section
2.2, satisfying the projection equations (35) involving Pz is a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for preserving a given amount of supersymmetry, as the other supersymmetry equations
(36) are guaranteed to be integrable on-shell. This Pz is an element of the complexified coset
algebra, pC. The equations we are studying are the projection equations:
PAz Γ
I
AA˙
ζ
I
= 0. (59)
We want to investigate for which PA there can be non-trivial complex spinor solutions ζI
to these equations.
It is immediately clear that only the conjugacy class of Pz, called its orbit, is important:
the existence of non-trivial solutions ζI is related to the rank of the matrix M A˙I = P
AΓI
AA˙
(see especially the proof of result a below), and this rank is unaffected by conjugating PA
with any group element of K(C).
So we are interested in K(C)-conjugacy classes, i.e. K(C)-orbits in pC. As explained
above at the end of section 2.3.3, there is a natural bijection between these orbits and G(R)-
orbits in gR [31, 33] which provides many results on the structure of these orbits. There
are also some additional results for these orbits [35] that we will need; these are collected in
appendix B with the appropriate references there; in the proofs of our results below we will
reference these theorems in the appendix as needed.
The main fact needed to understand our result below (also discussed at the end of section
2.3.3) is that there are 116 (i.e. a finite number of) non-trivial nilpotent K(C)-orbits in pC,
which are all numbered as 0 through 116 [31, 33].
Our classification for the timelike class of supersymmetric solutions can then be summa-
rized as follows:
Main Result 2. For a supersymmetric solution of the timelike class, the quantity Pz, at
every point in spacetime, is a (nilpotent) element of one of the ten nilpotent orbits in pC
labelled 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, or 14. Which of these orbits that Pz sits in determines
how much supersymmetry is preserved (see Table 2).
The concepts of nilpotency and orbits are introduced in section 2.3.
Main Result 2 can be obtained by splitting it into three smaller results:
(a) Say a Pz in orbit O1 preserves x supercharges, and a Pz in orbit O2 preserves y
supercharges. Then O1 ⊆ O2 implies x ≥ y.
(b) For all spacetimes preserving supersymmetry, Pz must be a nilpotent element in pC (at
every point in spacetime).
(c) If Pz is in nilpotent orbits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, or 14, then the spacetime can
preserve supersymmetry. If Pz is in any other nilpotent orbit, the spacetime always
breaks all supersymmetry. The amount of supersymmetry preserved by Pz depends on
which orbit Pz sits in (see Table 2).
Given these three results, it is easy to see how the Main Result 2 is obtained: for
spacetimes in the timelike class that preserve supersymmetry, result b tells us that Pz must
be nilpotent, while result c tells us which nilpotent orbits Pz can be in.
A few remarks are in order about this timelike class:
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• All of the orbits that preserve some supersymmetry are not only nilpotent but are of
the type n×sl(2) as is apparent from the ‘Structure’ column in Table 2. The ‘Structure’
column lists the type of minimal regular (i.e. normalized by a Cartan subalgebra of
g) subalgebra s ⊆ e8 that meets the nilpotent orbit O. (See [34] for the explicit
precise definition.) Intuitively (and loosely speaking), nilpotent elements in such orbits
with structure n× A1 can be seen as constructed as sums of nilpotent elements from
commuting sl(2) subalgebras.
• We note that a classification along the lines of table VIII in [26] should be possible,
where the nilpotent orbit of Pz is completely determined by its properties in various
representations. Since we do not need this kind of classification here, we will just note
that in the adjoint representation (where only the trivial orbit 0 satisfies (adPz )
2
= 0),
we have (adPz )
3
= 0 for orbits 1 and 2; (adPz )
4
= 0 for orbits 3 and 6; and (adPz )
5
= 0
for orbits 4, 7, 9, 12, and 14. However, also some non-supersymmetric nilpotent orbits
have (adPz )
5
= 0 - for example, orbit 5.
• Although our results completely classify supersymmetric solutions, this classification
is given in terms of Pz. It is unclear what the physical meaning of Pz is, and what Pz
being in a particular orbit means for restricting possible solutions. Investigating this
is the subject of sections 4 and 5, where we find a plethora of explicit single-center
brane solutions.
Finally, we can completely specify the null class of solutions in a relatively straightfor-
ward way:
Main Result 3. A supersymmetric solution of the null class, with a metric as given by
(58), preserves 1/2 of the supersymmetries. The scalars (which are only functions of v as
stated above) are related to the metric functions as:
(∂vh)
2 + 2∂xh∂vω − 2h(2∂x∂vω + ∂2vh)
4h2
= PAv (v)P
A
v (v). (60)
Further, if the equation:
− ω + ∂xf + c∂vω − h∂
2
vf
∂vω
+ h
∂vf∂
2
vω
(∂vω)2
= 0, (61)
has a non-trivial solution for the function f(x, v) and constant c, then the metric can always
be put by a coordinate transformation in the simple form:
ds2 = −2dudv + h0(v)2dx2. (62)
In this case, equation (60) becomes:
h′′0 + h0P
A
v (v)P
A
v (v) = 0. (63)
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3.2 Derivation of Results
3.2.1 Two Classes of Spacetimes
Proof of Main Result 1. Consider the covariant vector
Vµ ≡ (I)T γ0ˆγµI . (64)
By requiring that the supersymmetry variation for gravitino (28) vanish, we can easily derive
∇νVµ = 0 (65)
with ∇ν the standard covariant derivative in three dimensions. Note that in the expression
for Vµ the spinors are ordinary numbers and therefore commute with each other. If we
choose coordinates at a point so that the metric at that point is Minkowski, the norm of Vµ
becomes
|V |2 = −4(1 · 1)(2 · 2) + 4(1 · 2)2 (66)
where 1 · 2 ≡ I1I2 etc. Therefore, there are two possibilities, either 1 is parallel to 2 and
V is null, or 1 and 2 are not parallel and V is timelike.
• V timelike:
If V is timelike, then the condition (65) implies that V is Killing, but is actually
stronger than that. If we locally choose coordinates (t, x1, x2) such that V = ∂t, the
metric will not depend on t as a consequence of the fact that V is Killing:
ds2 = −f(x)(dt+Ai(x)dxi)2 + hij(x)dxidxj . (67)
However, the condition (65) is much stronger actually implies that f is a constant and
Ai(x) = ∂iA(x), which means that by a redefinition of the coordinate t → |f |1/2(t −
A(x)), we can bring the metric into the form:
ds2 = −dt2 + hij(x)dxidxj , i = 1, 2, (68)
in other words it must at least locally be a direct product. By choosing conformal
gauge on the 2d surface, the metric becomes
ds2 = −dt2 + eU(x)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2] = −dt2 + eU(z,z)dzdz, (69)
where in the last equality we introduced complex coordinates z = x1 + ix2.
From the explicit form of Vµ , we can then also derive that
1 · 1 = 2 · 2 = const., 1 · 2 = 0. (70)
It is also easy to see that the scalar fields have to be time independent. Indeed, the
(t, t) component of the Einstein equation (16) reads
PAt P
A
t = Rtt = 0 (71)
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which shows that PAt = 0, and this in turn can only happen when ∂tφ = 0.
• V null:
If V is null, we can locally choose coordinates (u, v, x) such that V = ∂u. Using a
similar reasoning as in [24], the general form of such a metric is given by:
ds2 = −2(Hdv + γdx) [du+ ωdx+G(Hdv + γdx)] + hdx2, (72)
where H, γ, ω,G, h depend on x, v. Now, (65) implies that H = ∂vK, γ = ∂xK. Using
K(x, v) as a coordinate and shifting u by a function of (x, v), we can then bring the
metric to the form (58).
Two of the Einstein equations are now Rxx = Ruu = 0 so that, using the same
reasoning as above in the timelike case, we have Pu = Px = 0 and ∂xφ = ∂uφ = 0.
The only non-zero component of P is then Pv(v).
3.2.2 Closure relation
Proof of result a. 11 We want to prove the statement that an orbit O′ contained in the
closure O of O must preserve at least the amount of SUSY that O does.
The condition to preserve SUSY is captured in the (complexified) equations:
PAΓI
AA˙
ζ
I
= 0. (73)
For a given PA, these are 128 linear homogeneous equations which the 16 components of
ζI must satisfy. The rank of the matrix M A˙I = P
AΓI
AA˙
is crucial for the amount of SUSY
preserved.
The rank-nullity theorem tells us that the matrix rank of M plus its nullity space (i.e. the
dimension of the space of vectors ζI which it annihilates) must add up to 16. Demanding
that we preserve at least a fraction f of SUSY is equivalent with demanding at least 16f
linear independent Killing spinors and thus equivalent with demanding that the rank of M
is at most 16(1− f). If the rank of M is at most 16(1− f), then we want all (16(1− f) +
1) × (16(1 − f) + 1) submatrices of M to have vanishing determinant. These determinant
equations are of the form Di = 0, where Di is a homogeneous polynomial in the components
of Pz. The set of zeros Z(Di) of the polynomial Di is a closed set in the Zariski topology.
Then Cf ≡
⋂
i Z(Di) (where i runs over all determinants of (16(1− f) + 1)× (16(1− f) + 1)
submatrices of M) is an intersection of closed sets, so is closed. Clearly, Cf is set of P ’s
preserving at least a fraction f of SUSY. Elementary determinant theory implies that
Cf ⊂ Cf ′ if and only if f ≥ f ′. This implies the wanted relationship, because if O ⊂ Cf ,
then also O ⊂ Cf and then for every O′ ⊂ O we have O′ ⊂ Cf , so O′ preserves at least f
SUSY.
3.2.3 Pz nilpotent
Proof of result b. We will prove that P must be nilpotent at every (space-time) point x if
the spacetime is to preserve any SUSY.
11We thank M. Baggio for discussions on this proof.
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Assume that Pz, at some point x, is not nilpotent, but still preserves some SUSY. Then,
we know that (all elements in) the orbit OP (by this we mean the K(C) orbit of Pz in pC)
preserve SUSY, as well as all elements in its closure OP (from result a). Now, we rely on
the following statement (which we will prove in a moment):
There exists a non-zero element ciHi (i.e. an element in the CSA which we have constructed
above, i.e. with all Hi ∈ pC) for which ciHi ∈ OP .
However, it is easy to prove, by a simple brute-force equation solving in Mathematica (see
appendix A, especially A.4.2, for more details), that the only element ciHi which preserves
SUSY (i.e. for which there is a non-trivial Killing spinor satisfying the SUSY equation for
Pz) is the one where ci = 0 for all i. The lack of non-zero ciHi preserving SUSY means Pz
must also break SUSY completely. Thus, we are finished: the only elements Pz which can
possibly preserve SUSY are nilpotent!
We still need to prove the italic statement above. First of all, if Pz is not nilpotent,
then there exists a unique Jordan decomposition of Pz = PS +PN with PS semi-simple and
non-zero, PN nilpotent, and [PS , PN ] = 0. Since Pz ∈ pC, we have PS , PN ∈ pC (lemma
B.1). Now, we have that PS ∈ OP (lemma B.2) so from this also follows trivially that for
the orbit OPS of PS , we have OPS ⊂ OP (because OP is K-stable, i.e. it must consist of
a union of orbits). But now we have that every non-zero semi-simple orbit contains a non-
zero element of the CSA spanned by {Hi} (lemma B.3), so we conclude that there exists a
non-zero element in the CSA, ciHi (with complex ci’s), for which ciHi ∈ OP .
3.2.4 Table of SUSY orbits
Proof of result c. We can verify by direct calculation (see appendix A, especially A.4.1, for
more details) that a Pz in nilpotent orbit 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 14 preserves the
amount of SUSY as given in Table 2. In the same way, we can verify that Pz in the nilpotent
orbit 5 breaks all SUSY.
Lemma B.4 tells us that all nilpotent orbits, with the exception of the ten SUSY-
preserving orbits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 14, contain orbit 5 in their closure. Using
Result a, it then immediately follows that all orbits except the nine mentioned above must
break all SUSY.
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R label Structure dim inv Representative SUSY
0 0 0 120 (vacuum) 1
1 A1 58 64 D7(1234567) 1/2
2 2A1 92 44 D3(123) +D7(1234567) 1/4
3 3A1 112 40 P (1) +D3(123) +D7(1234567) 1/8
4 (4A1)
′′ 114 70 D5(34567) +D5(12567) +D5(12347) +D1(7) 1/8
5 (4A1)
′′, A2 114 64 D1(1) +D7(1234567) 0
6 (4A1)
′ 128 32 D3(125) +D3(234) +D3(136) +D1(7) 1/16
7 5A1 136 38 (orbit 4) +P (7) 1/16
8 5A1, A2 +A1 136 32 (orbit 5) +P (7) 0
9 6A1 146 38 (orbit 7) +KK(34567; 2) 1/16
10 6A1, A2 + 2A1 146 26 (orbit 8) + KK(34567; 2) 0
11 A3 148 32 D1(7) +D5(12347) +KK(12345; 6) 0
12 7A1 154 50 (orbit 9) +KK(12567; 3) 1/16
13 7A1, A2 + 3A1 154 26 (orbit 10) + KK(12567; 4) 0
14 8A1 156 92 (orbit 12) +KK(12347; 6) 1/16
15 8A1, A2 + 4A1 156 50 (orbit 13) + KK(12347; 5) 0
16 8A1, A2 + 4A1, 2A2 156 44 D1(7) +D5(12345) +D5(34567) +KK(14567; 2) 0
17 2A2 +A1 162 24 (orbit 16) +D5(12367) 0
Table 2: Tabulation of all (nilpotent) orbits preserving some supersymmetry as well as a few that do not. See section 3.2.4 about the SUSY-preservation of the orbits.
See section 4.3.1 on how the orbit representative was found. See the end of appendix A.4.3 on the characterization of the nilpotent orbit by its dimension dim and its
orbit invariant inv. Note that the orbits grouped together (for example, orbits 4 and 5) are those that, as G(R)-orbits in gR, are in the same G(C)-orbit in gC; we do
not need this property of the orbits in this paper.
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3.2.5 Specifications of Null Class
Proof of Main Result 3. If we introduce the following vielbein:
etˆ = −
1
2
du− dv − 1
2
ωdx, (74)
exˆ =
√
hdx, (75)
eyˆ = −1
2
du+ dv − 1
2
ωdx, (76)
then the components of the vector V defined above are given by:
Vu = 0 = −1
2
(1 − 2)2, (77)
Vv = −1 = −(1 + 2)2, (78)
Vx = 0 =
1
2
(1 − 2)
[
2
√
h(1 + 2)− ω(1 − 2)
]
. (79)
From this we learn that 1 = 2 and 
2
1 = 1/4. Thus, all such null SUSY solutions already
break at least 1/2 of the supersymmetries.
One can now easily check that, with the above vielbein and imposing 1 = 2, the
supersymmetry variations (29) identically vanish.
Finally, again using the above vielbein and imposing  := 1 = 2, setting the supersym-
metry variations (28) to zero gives us:
∂u = 0, (80)
∂x = 0, (81)
∂v+
1
4
Qv = 0. (82)
From this we see that  is only a function of v.
We can perform a gauge transformation of the metric, gµν → g′µν = gµν + 2∇(µξν), with
parameter ξµ = (c(x, v), f(x, v), e(x, v)). Demanding that the form of the metric remains
that of (58) gives us the condition that c is a constant and further that:
e = −h∂vf
∂vω
+ cω. (83)
Further, the condition that the new metric has ω = 0, i.e. that g′xv = 0, is precisely equation
(61). So, if equation (61) has a non-trivial solution for f(x, v) and c, then this gauge
transformation with parameter ξ brings us to a metric with the form:
ds2 = −2dudv + h1(x, v)2dx2, (84)
where h1 is still in principle a function of v and x. The only non-trivial component of the
Einstein equation is still the (v, v) component and is now given by:
∂2vh1(x, v) + h1(x, v)P
A
v (v)P
A
v (v) = 0. (85)
It is clear that the x-dependence of h1 must be given by an arbitrary multiplicative function,
i.e. h1(x, v) = t(x)h0(v), where t(x) is an arbitrary function of x. However, this function t(x)
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can be absorbed in a redefinition of the coordinate x, so we can set h1 = h0(v) without loss
of generality, finally obtaining the expression (62) for the metric with (63) as only equation
of motion.
4 Simple Single Center Brane Solutions
A relevant question that we want to investigate is to see what kind of branes are possible
in the theory of 3D maximal supergravity. Thus, we are interested in static point particles
in the timelike class above. The analysis in the section above shows us what the structure
of Pz must be for the brane to preserve supersymmetry, but this says nothing about the
charge of the branes that can preserve SUSY. The “charge” of a point particle in 3D
(which is an exotic (7-)brane in 10D [11, 12]) is its scalar monodromy around the brane; a
discussion of the possible point particles in 3D is really a discussion of the possible scalar
monodromies one can have. Ideally, we would like to find a (unambiguous) relation between
Pz and the monodromy of a (single) brane to be able to classify the possible single center
monodromies according to supersymmetry preserved; however, as we will eventually realize
in this section and the next, it appears that there is no simple relation between these two
quantities, which unfortunately makes a classification of possible (supersymmetric) brane
monodromies very difficult. This is similar to the discussion in [17], where it is shown using
group theory arguments that the supersymmetry conditions for branes of codimension two
or lower are degenerate, i.e. there are multiple distinct branes that can preserve exactly the
same supersymmetries.
All of the explicit brane solutions considered here, as well as those of the next section,
are all summarized in a more or less self-contained fashion in section 5.3. The reader only
interested in the punchline of this section and the next can skip directly to there.
4.1 Ansatz
We will focus on a class of static spacetimes where the point particle sits at the origin and
the metric is rotationally invariant; the metric is:
ds2 = −dt2 + eU(r)(dr2 + r2dϕ2). (86)
The usual complex coordinate is related to these by z = reiϕ.
For the scalars, it will be convenient to work with the quantity M = eφeφ
T
as defined
around (20); we are using the notation xT = −θ(x). We will propose the following ansatz
for M :
M = eϕXm(r)eϕX
T
. (87)
Here, X is some algebra element in the algebra e8(8) andm is a group element in E8(8)/SO(16),
i.e. it satisfies mT = m. We would like to emphasize that we have not proven that all super-
symmetric single-center solutions must be of this type. Intuitively, the angular dependence
in this ansatz corresponds to a geodesic in the coset G/K, and modifying this behavior
would naively increase the energy. Still, it would be nice to prove or disprove that this
ansatz captures all single-center supersymmetric solutions.
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The scalar equation of motion for M given by (87) is now:
r∂r(r∂rm m
−1) + [X,mXTm−1] = 0. (88)
This differential equation has many interesting properties, like the existence of an infinite
set of conserved charges, which we will discuss in more detail in section 5.
It is also easy to see (in unitary gauge) that:
eφPµe
−φ =
1
2
∂µMM
−1, (89)
so that Pz is conjugate to ∂zMM
−1. Also, one of the Einstein equations of motion will
imply the following constraint on M :
Rzz =
1
4
Tr(∂zMM
−1∂zMM−1) = 0. (90)
The Einstein equation of motion for Rzz determines the metric function U :
r∂r(r∂rU) = −1
4
tr
[
(r∂rmm
−1)2 + (X +mXTm−1)2
]
. (91)
Of course, the function U that solves this equation must be well-behaved for the solution to
make physical sense; i.e. it must be real and not blowing up except perhaps at the origin or at
infinity in a way allowed by string theory. In fact, we will not worry about the asymptotic
behavior of r → ∞; single codimension-2 branes notoriously have divergences at spatial
infinity but our solutions should only be considered to be valid approximations near an
object and should be regulated in some way to avoid divergences far away from the brane.
Since the scalars transform under a global gauge transformation as (6), it is easy to see
that M transforms as:
M → gMgT . (92)
Therefore the scalar monodromy for the ansatz (87) can be identified as g = e2piX . (In the
full quantum theory, we would have to demand that the monodromy sits in the discrete
U -duality group, g ∈ G(Z). This constraint on g, though clearly important, will not play
any role in our subsequent analysis and we will therefore ignore it.) We will also call the
algebra element X the monodromy in what follows.
We wish to point out that the monodromy X as defined here is not unambiguous. For
a trivial example that illustrates this, consider m = 1. Then if M = 1, we can choose
as “monodromy” X any element in so(16) and still keep M = 1. For generic m’s, the
monodromy X might have such (compact) ambiguities X ∼ X + k with k in some subset of
so(16).
If we have a solution for a given monodromy X (and m), then we can obtain any solution
with a conjugate monodromy easily as follows. For a given conjugacy matrix U ∈ G(R), we
take X ′ = UXU−1 and m′ = UmUT ; this implies M → UMUT . The scalar equation of
motion (88) can easily be seen to be invariant under conjugation, so this procedure clearly
produces a solution with the conjugate monodromy e2piX
′
= Ue2piXU−1. So we are once
again interested in orbits; this time the orbits of the monodromies X, which will be G(R)-
orbits in gR.
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4.2 Review of SL(2) Solutions
First, we will review three basic building blocks that we will use in constructing our solutions
later. These building blocks are solutions in sl(2) (which means that X ∈ sl(2)R and
m ∈ SL(2,R)/SO(2)); they are mostly already present in [10].
Our convention for the matrix generators of sl(2)R is:
Hsl(2) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, Xsl(2) =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, Ysl(2) =
(
0 0
1 0
)
. (93)
We wish to discuss all possible sl(2) monodromies. Thankfully, up to conjugacy, this only
means considering three solutions which we call N -, A-, and K-branes (these are named after
the factors in the Iwasawa decomposition (8)). Every element in sl(2) is either nilpotent or
semisimple. The nilpotent monodromies will all be conjugate to the N -brane given below;
note that there are two nilpotent SL(2,R)-orbits in sl(2,R), of which representatives are the
N -brane monodromy with either the plus or minus sign. The semisimple elements can be
divided into two classes: the compact elements (with eigenvalues ±iλ) and the non-compact
elements (with eigenvalues ±λ). The former type of monodromy will be conjugate to the
K-brane given below, while the latter will be conjugate to the A-brane given below.
In terms of known objects, the N -brane corresponds to the D7-brane (or anti-D7) brane
solution; the K-brane and A-brane can be thought of as (p, q, r) 7-branes with determinant
(of the monodromy X) resp. larger and smaller than 0 [10]. The status of such (p, q, r)
7-branes in string theory is somewhat unclear, although it is clear that our A-brane solution
below is pathological and cannot correspond to any physical single-center brane solution.
Note that all solutions considered here have nilpotent Pz; this means that they can be
embedded as supersymmetric solutions in our maximal e8 theory. This is no accident; one
can see that the equations of motion (88) together with the constraint (90) actually imply
that Pz is nilpotent; this is a special feature of such sl(2) solutions.
The solutions we give here are a particular (simple) solution of the given type; a more
complete family of solutions is derived for each type in section 5.2.1.
4.2.1 N-brane (D7-brane)
The N -brane, or D7-brane, has a nilpotent monodromy. The full solution is given by:
X = Xsl(2) =
(
0 ±1
0 0
)
, (94)
m = exp
(
log(log r)
(
1 0
0 −1
))
=
(
log r 0
0 (log r)−1
)
. (95)
It is easily checked that the equations of motion (88)-(90) are satisfied, and moreover that Pz
is nilpotent (see section 5.2.1). We note that this solution is well-defined globally (modulo
logarithmic divergences at infinity, as we are familiar with from the D7-brane) except at
the origin r = 0, where the brane is sitting. The plus and minus sign in the monodromy X
correspond to the D7-brane and the anti-D7 brane, which are not conjugate to each other;
their respective Pz elements are also in different conjugacy classes (i.e. the well-known fact
that the SUSY preserved by a D7-branes is different than the SUSY preserved by an anti-
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D7).
4.2.2 K-brane
The K-brane has a semi-simple, compact monodromy. The solution is:
X =
(
0 +λ
−λ 0
)
, (96)
m = exp
(
2 tanh−1(r2|λ|)
(
1 0
0 −1
))
=
(
1+r2|λ|
1−r2|λ| 0
0 1−r
2|λ|
1+r2|λ|
)
. (97)
Again, the equations of motion are satisfied. Pz is nilpotent (see section 5.2.1). This solution
is also well-defined globally; an important difference with the N -brane is that this solution
remains finite and well-defined at the origin r = 0, where the brane sits. Note that two K-
branes with λ = x and λ = −x do not have conjugate monodromies; also, their respective
corresponding Pz elements will lie in different conjugacy classes (just like the D7 and anti-D7
branes).
4.2.3 A-brane
The A-brane has a semi-simple, non-compact monodromy. The solution is:
X =
(
λ 0
0 −λ
)
, (98)
m =
(
sec v tan v
tan v sec v
)
, v ≡ c1 + 2λ log r, (99)
where c1 is an arbitrary constant. The equations of motion are satisfied; moreover Pz is
nilpotent (see section 5.2.1). This solution (even modulo issues at infinity) is by no means
well-defined globally; if we get close to the origin, the solution oscillates wildly which is
certainly unphysical; we are forced to excise an interval around r = 0 from the spacetime to
be able to make any sense of the solution. Note that two A-branes with λ = x and λ = −x
have conjugate monodromies and equal Pz elements (in contrast to the K-brane case).
One might wonder if there exist other possible sl(2) solutions with the same monodromy
but better behavior around r = 0 (like the N - and K-brane have). Unfortunately, one
can see from the equations of motion (88) and the constraint (90) that there are no other
possibilities with this particular monodromy.
4.3 Nilpotent Charges and Brane Representatives
We can easily construct branes with any nilpotent charge X by embedding the sl(2) N -brane
solution described above into e8(8). Take any sl(2) embedding in e8(8) which respects the
Iwasawa decomposition, i.e. where the image of {Hsl(2), Xsl(2), Ysl(2)} is a (real) Cayley triple
(see also section 2.3.4). The fact that the embedding respects the Iwasawa decomposition
can also be stated as having the matrix-transpose operation T in sl(2) map to the −θ
operation in e8(8). This then also assures us that M ∈ G/H. Embedding an N -brane in
this way, the nilpotent monodromy X of the resulting brane is then given by the image of
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Xsl(2) under the embedding. This means that the resulting Pz ./ X under the embedding
12;
the (nilpotent) orbit of X thus determines the supersymmetry of the solution.
A nilpotent element X which is part of a Cayley triple {H,X, Y } is explicitly tabulated
by Djokovic [34] for every real nilpotent orbit in e8(8). The construction directly above
shows us how to explicitly construct a brane solution with this monodromy X. To obtain
any other nilpotent monodromy X ′ in the orbit of X, we need only take the conjugate
solution as described above. In this way we can, in principle, always find a solution given
an arbitrary nilpotent monodromy X ′.
4.3.1 Brane Representatives
While the paper [34] contains a list of explicit representatives for all of the nilpotent orbits
under discussion, this does not give any intuition as to what types of brane intersections lie
in which orbits. Thus, we would like to construct an explicit brane representative of each
orbit that we can interpret easily in terms of well-known objects such as D-branes etc. We
will search for a “simple” brane representative for each of the orbits in Table 2.
To construct such brane representatives that we can interpret as regular (D-)brane inter-
sections, we must first identify T-duality multiplets within the e8 algebra. We will identify
the 240 root vectors Eα (see (176) in appendix A.2 for our conventions of root vectors in e8)
as the 240 “fundamental” 1/2 BPS branes [17, 18, 19]. We will postulate that the eigenvalue
of the root vector under the commutator with n = 2H8−2 is the power of the string tension
(gs)
n that the mass of the brane is proportional to; it is easy to see that the centralizer of
n (not counting H8 itself) is the expected T-duality algebra for a compactified T
7, namely
so(7, 7). The value of α8 is 0,±1/2,±1 so that n ∈ {0,−1,−2,−3,−4}. The value of n thus
determines which T-duality multiplet the brane sits in: n = −1 is the D-brane multiplet,
n = 0 is the F1/P multiplet, n = −2 is the KKM/NS5/522 multiplet, and n = −3, n = −4
are heavy, exotic brane multiplets (which we will not need in constructing representatives).
To further identify every brane within a particular T-duality multiplet, we can postulate
the following formula relating the mass of a brane (represented by a particular root vector
α) to the string coupling and the radii Ri of the internal torus direction i:
13
M ∼ g2α8−2s
7∏
i=1
Rαi−α8+1i . (100)
This formula allows us to identify each of the 240 roots as a particular brane in type IIB
compactified on T 7. We can take αi → −αi (for all i ∈ {1, · · · , 7}) in the formula to identify
each root as a particular brane in type IIA on T 7, related to the IIB interpretation by 7
T-dualities along all the directions of the internal T 7. One can check that the mass formula
(100) reproduces all of the correct number of each brane in every T-duality multiplet.
As an example of how we identify the branes within a T-duality multiplet, consider the
D-brane multiplet (n = −1 so α8 = +1/2) which is a 64 multiplet, containing (in IIB) 1
D7-brane, 21 D5-branes, 35 D3-branes, and 7 D1-branes. We note that the mass formula
(100) shows us that the sign of the first seven positions of the root vector indicate whether
12The relation ./ is defined in (53).
13See [7] for similar mass formulas in terms of compactification radii and roots.
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a brane wraps this direction in the compact 7D space or not. For example:
D3(2, 4, 5)↔ 1
2
(−1,+1,−1,+1,+1,−1,−1|+ 1). (101)
To find the brane representatives listed in the fifth column of table 2, we simply used
trial and error (coupled with prior knowledge of supersymmetric brane intersections). We
also checked explicitly that the 10D projectors of the brane representatives listed preserve
the amount of SUSY mentioned. To check that a given brane representative does, in fact,
lie in a particular orbit, we used the characterization of the orbit by means of its dimension
dim and invariant inv as explained in appendix A.4.3.
To find an explicit solution for any given brane representative listed there, we need
only take the embedding of the sl(2) generated by {H,X, Y } (with X the relevant brane
representative) into e8(8) as described above. The N -brane then gives us the standard
7-brane solution, reduced from 10D.
It is interesting to consider the representative of orbit 14 in Table 2, since this is in a
sense the “maximal” SUSY orbit and representatives of all other orbits should be obtainable
from this representative by deleting branes (because the closure of orbit 14 contains all other
SUSY-preserving orbits as is evident from fig. 1 in appendix B). We wish to point out two
interesting M-theory frames for this representative by duality chains. The first is a collection
of M5’s and one P :
D4(3456)
D4(1256)
D4(1234)
D0
KKM(34567, 1)
KKM(12567, 3)
KKM(12347, 5)
F1(7)

T1357−−−→

D4(1467)
D4(2367)
D4(2457)
D4(1357)
NS5(34567)
NS5(12567)
NS5(12347)
P (7)

MA−−→

M5(1467A)
M5(2367A)
M5(2457A)
M5(1357A)
M5(34567)
M5(12567)
M5(12347)
P (7)

=

M5(1 4 67A)
M5( 23 67A)
M5( 2 45 7A)
M5(1 3 5 7A)
M5( 3456 A)
M5(12 56 A)
M5(1234 A)
P (A)

(102)
Note that the starting configuration is different from the representative listed in Table 2 by
a T-duality along the 7 direction and a relabelling of directions 1 ↔ 2 and 5 ↔ 6. Also,
T1357 means T -duality along 1357 directions while MA means M-theory lift with xA being
the M-circle direction. The brane configuration in the last frame looks like a 1/16-BPS
generalization of the Maldacena-Strominger-Witten system [36], which is a 1/8-BPS system
of three intersecting M5-branes with momentum along the intersection. In (102), any pair of
M5-brane stacks shares 3 directions including A which is common to all 7 M5-branes stacks.
The 11D metric for this configuration is, by the harmonic function rule,
ds211 = (1 · · · 7)−1/3[−dt2 + dx2A +H0(dt+ dxA)2] + (1 · · · 7)2/3(dx28 + dx29)
+ (1467)−1/3(235)2/3dx21 + (2367)
−1/3(145)2/3dx22 + (2457)
−1/3(136)2/3dx23
+ (1357)−1/3(246)2/3dx24 + (3456)
−1/3(127)2/3dx25
+ (1256)−1/3(347)2/3dx26 + (1234)
−1/3(567)2/3dx27, (103)
where e.g. “1 · · · 7” is a shorthand notation for H1 · · ·H7. Also, HI = QI log(1/r), r =
30
√
x28 + x
2
9, where I = 0, . . . , 7. Here we assume that QI > 0. The 3-form potential is
A3 = −K1dx235 −K2dx145 −K3dx136
+K4dx
246 +K5dx
127 +K6dx
347 +K7dx
567 (104)
where dx235 = dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dx5 etc. Also, KI = QIθ where θ = arctan(x9/x8). The signs in
A3 are chosen so that this represents a supersymmetric configuration. Unlike the original
MSW system, this 1/16-BPS system has vanishing horizon area.
A second interesting M-theory frame involves M2-branes and KK-monopoles; the duality
chain is (starting from the same IIA starting frame as above):
T123456−−−−→

D2(12)
D2(34)
D2(56)
D6(123456)
KKM(34567, 2)
KKM(12567, 4)
KKM(12347, 6)
F1(7)

MA−−→

M2(12)
M2(34)
M2(56)
KKM(123456, A)
KKM(34567A, 2)
KKM(12567A, 4)
KKM(12347A, 6)
M2(7A)

=

M2(12 )
M2( 34 )
M2( 56 )
M2( 7A)
KKM( 34567A, 2)
KKM(12 567A, 4)
KKM(1234 7A, 6)
KKM(123456 , A)

(105)
The brane configuration is appealingly symmetric in this last frame.
4.4 Semi-simple Charges
Every semi-simple element in e8(8) is conjugate to an element of the form X
′ =
∑
i ciHαi +∑
j cjKαj , where i and j take values in two disjoint subsets of {1, · · · , 8}, for a specific
collection of 8 roots {αi}, where Kαj = Eαj −E−αj and Hαi = αi · ~H is the neutral element
in the triple {Hαi , Eαi , E−αi}, so that Kαi ∈ so(16) while Hαj ∈ e8(8)	so(16) (lemma B.5;
the explicit roots αi are also given).
To find an explicit solution for elements of the form X ′ is straightforward: for each Hαi
appearing in the sum, we introduce anA-brane that embeds its sl(2) elements {Hsl(2), Xsl(2), Ysl(2)}
into {Hαi , Eαi , E−αi}; for each Kαj we use a K-brane that embeds its sl(2) elements
{Hsl(2), Xsl(2), Ysl(2)} into {Hαj , Eαj , E−αj}. For each K- and A-brane, the correspond-
ing value of λ in the sl(2) monodromy is determined by the eigenvalues of X ′. The roots αi
are chosen such that αi±αj is not a root, so all of the sl(2)-embeddings of the K/A-branes
will mutually commute. Thus, for the final solution, we can just paste the different K- and
A-branes together as follows:
Xmon = X
′, m = mα1 ×mα2 × · · · . (106)
The fact that all of the sl(2)-embeddings mutually commute assures us that the correspond-
ing equations of motion for this configuration will factorize into the equations of motion for
the different K/A-branes and will thus be automatically satisfied.
We also notice that the solution obtained in this way will have Pz ./
∑
j x
jEαj for some
coefficients xj (which are spacetime-dependent in general). What these coefficients are will
determine which nilpotent orbit Pz lies in and thus will determine the supersymmetry of the
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solution; i.e. the relative orientation of the SUSY preserved by the individual branes that
we have pasted together will determine if the full solution preserves SUSY.
4.5 Other Charges — sl(2)n
In general, an element in a Lie algebra has a unique decomposition into nilpotent and
semisimple parts:
X = XS +XN , [XN , XS ] = 0. (107)
In sl(2), no two (distinct, non-zero) elements satisfy [X,Y ] = 0, so there are only strictly
nilpotent or strictly semisimple elements in sl(2), as we have mentioned before.
One might be tempted to take the brane solutions for XN and XS as detailed above
and try to “paste” them together somehow. However, generically this will not be possible
as e.g. we would have [mXN ,mXS ] 6= 0 even though [XN , XS ] = 0. Only for very specific
X = XS + XN can we construct solutions by “pasting”; for example if we have that the
sl(2)N algebra commutes with the (sl(2)
n)S algebra, where sl(2)N is the embedding of sl(2)
that the nilpotent N -brane solution generates, and similarly (sl(2)n)S is the embedding of
the sl(2)n algebra that the semisimple brane solution generates. This is a very restricted
class of solutions.
We can give one simple example, in sl(2)⊕ sl(2) ⊂ sl(4). We can take e.g.:
X =
(
XN 0
0 XS
)
=

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 , m =
(
mN 0
0 mS
)
, (108)
so that the solution is an obvious “pasting” together of one N - and K-brane. The super-
symmetry of this solution depends on how we embed this sl(2)⊕ sl(2) algebra into e8(8).
5 More sl(n) Brane Solutions
In this section we will continue our search for single-centered brane solutions with the ansatz
(87), searching outside of sl(2)n subalgebras of the previous section by considering a number
of sl(n) monodromies. The explicit solutions of section 5.2 will all live in sl(3), but the
general analysis of section 5.1 will be valid for solutions living in any sl(n) subalgebra
of e8. Note that when we make statements about powers of algebra elements, such as
P 2z = 0 in section 5.1.3, unless explicitly stated otherwise we are considering these statements
in the fundamental representation of the sl(n) subalgebra, which is the representation of
traceless n× n matrices. We will also use the terms “group/algebra element” and “matrix”
interchangeably.
To facilitate the detailed analysis of these sl(n) solutions, we will first introduce a few
new concepts, expanding the analysis of the previous section of the ansatz (87).
All of the explicit brane solutions considered here, as well as those of the previous section,
are all summarized in a more or less self-contained fashion in section 5.3. The reader only
interested in the punchline of this section and the last can skip directly to there.
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5.1 Potential Formalism
Using the ansatz (87), the scalar part of the Lagrangian (21) can be rewritten as:
Lscal = −1
4
tr
(
∂uM
−1∂uM + ∂θM−1∂θM
)
(109)
= tr
(
1
4
m−1m˙m−1m˙+
1
2
XTm−1Xm+
1
2
X2
)
(110)
= K −W, (111)
where we have introduced a new radial coordinate r = e−u, and ˙ = ∂u. We can interpret
this Lagrangian as describing a particle evolving in time u with coordinates parametrized
by m(u), with kinetic energy K and potential energy W given by:
K =
1
4
tr
(
m−1m˙m−1m˙
)
, (112)
W = −1
2
(
XTm−1Xm+X2
)
= −1
4
tr
([
m−1(Xm+mXT )
]2) ≤ 0, (113)
where we have pointed out that the potential energy is always negative. We will call the
scalar fields that parametrize m generically by φ (the “coordinates” of the particle), so that
when we talk about finding a critical point of W , this means finding a solution φ0(r) to the
equations ∂φW = 0.
5.1.1 Constraints and Conserved Charges
The Einstein equation (90) gives us two constraints (since it is a complex equation). The
first is an “energy constraint”:
H ≡ K +W = 0, (114)
where we have defined the Hamiltonian H for this system. The second constraint is a
“momentum constraint”:
cX ≡ tr(Xm˙m−1) = 0, (115)
where we have defined cX .
We can find additional conserved quantities. Define, for an algebra element Y , the
quantity:
cY ≡ tr(Y m˙m−1), (116)
then:
c˙Y = tr([X,Y ]mX
Tm−1), (117)
so that cY is a conserved quantity if [X,Y ] = 0. This corresponds to the symmetry of
the potential under δm = Y m + mY T . Using cY , we should be able to construct as many
linearly independent conserved charges as the dimension of the centralizer of X, which (in
e8) is at least 8.
We can show that the orbit of Pz remains the same everywhere for a given solution with
our ansatz (87). We can define the quantity:
Pˆz = ω
−1e−ϕXr∂zMM−1eϕXω, (118)
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where we have chosen a matrix ω to be real and symmetric and satisfy14 m = ω2. Clearly,
Pz is conjugate to Pˆz (see (89)) so they are in the same orbit. Now, using the equations of
motion, we can find the following expression:
r∂rPˆz = [Pˆz,−ω−1ω˙ − i(ωXTω−1)]
= [Pˆz,−ω−1ω˙ − i(ωXTω−1)− Pˆz/2]
= [Pˆz,
1
2
(−ω−1ω˙ + ω˙ω−1 − iωXTω−1 + iω−1Xω)] ≡ [Pˆz, kˆ], (119)
where kˆ clearly satisfies kˆT = −kˆ and thus is an element of the compact Lie subalgebra k.
We can conclude that the orbit of Pz — which is the same as the orbit of Pˆz — is fixed
once we have fixed a solution. It is not possible to “move in and out of orbits” within one
solution (excluding possible singular points in the spacetime where e.g. Pz blows up). Since
the orbit of Pz determines the amount of SUSY preserved, this means that an analysis of
supersymmetry for a solution with the ansatz (87) can be performed only at one spacetime
point (or rather, circle of constant r) and does not need to involve knowledge of the function
Pz over the entire spacetime. (This is also as expected from the discussion at the end of
section 2.2.) We note also that, since the orbit of Pz is a constant in spacetime, this implies
that the quantities tr(P kz ) are conserved charges for every k (these quantities will all vanish
if Pz is nilpotent, because then all eigenvalues of Pz are zero). Note that this derivation
is, in fact, independent of the representation R that we use when calculating P kz , so that
indeed all of the charges:
qR,k = trR P
k
z , (120)
should be conserved, for any integer k and any representation R.
5.1.2 A Class of Solutions with W = 0
Let us investigate the behaviour of solutions for r → 0, i.e. u → ∞. One natural class of
solutions would have K → 0 in this limit, which implies via the energy constraint (114)
that the configuration should asymptote to a point where the potential vanishes, W = 0.
Moreover, since K asymptotes to a constant, the point at which W = 0 must also be a
critical point of W , i.e. ∂φW = 0.
Let us investigate first what W = 0 implies. The potential can be rewritten as:
W =
1
4
tr
([
m−1/2Xm1/2 +m1/2XTm−1/2
]2)
= −1
4
tr(Y 2) ≤ 0. (121)
Now the matrix Y as defined above is symmetric, so that tr(Y 2) = 0 if and only if Y = 0.
This means W = 0 if and only if:
m−1/2Xm1/2 +m1/2XTm−1/2 = 0. (122)
Now we add the assumption that m is finite. Then we can rewrite (122) as:
Xm+mXT = 0. (123)
14This is always possible because m is of the form m = A†A so that m is positive semi-definite.
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We can multiply this equation by g from the left and by gT from the right, choosing g such
that gmgT = 1 (this is possible as m is symmetric). Then we have:(
gXg−1
)
+
(
gXg−1
)T
= 0, (124)
so that X is G-conjugate to an antisymmetric element, gXg−1 = X ′ ∈ K. We note that
since all elements of K are semi-simple, X is semi-simple as well. So we conclude that
X is conjugate to some semi-simple compact element in K. We also note that (123) is
satisfied for m = g−1(g−1)T ; so there certainly exists a solution where W = 0 at the origin.
A (conjugation of a) combination of K-brane solutions (as explained in section 4.4) is an
example of such a configuration where W = 0 at the origin and X is (conjugate to) a
compact semi-simple element.
We can conclude that, if W → 0 at a point where m remains finite, then X is (conju-
gate to) a compact semi-simple element. It is certainly possible to have W → 0 for other
monodromies X, but then we must have that components of m diverge. This is the case
in e.g. the N -brane solution, where X is nilpotent, W → 0 for r → 0, but m diverges
logarithmically in this limit.
5.1.3 Necessary Condition for Supersymmetry
Up until now, we have not considered the demand of supersymmetry. Here we will investigate
what demanding supersymmetry restricts of sl(n) solutions with the ansatz (87).
We know that Pz must be nilpotent in order for there to be any supersymmetry (see
result b in section 3.1), but nilpotency alone is not enough to ensure supersymmetry; there
are only particular nilpotent orbits which preserve supersymmetry (see result c in section
3.1 and table 2). These orbits, as noted in section 3.1, all have a structure of the kind
sl(2)n. These orbits all have representatives of the form15 Pz ./ Eα1 + Eα2 + · · · + Eαn
(n ≤ 8) where all the roots involved are such that αi ± αj is not a root. This means that
we can embed Pz in an sl(2)
n subalgebra of e8, but in particular also implies that P
2
z = 0
in the fundamental representation of an sl(k) subalgebra of e8 that contains all n of these
sl(2) subalgebras. Let us denote this representation by f and Pz in this representation by
P fz (note that f is different from the fundamental representation of e8). Since (P
f
z )
2 = 0
is a statement that is invariant under conjugation (in this sl(k)), so we can conclude that
(P fz )
2 = 0 is a requisite for supersymmetry. This is a much stronger demand on Pz than
nilpotency, because nilpotency just demands that there be a finite m such that (P fz )
m = 0.
Note also that (P fz )
2 = 0 is a necessary but not sufficient condition. Different embeddings of
sl(k) into e8 could give different supersymmetry preserved. For example, we saw in section
4.3 that the same sl(2) solution (which satisfies (P fz )
2 = 0) can be embedded into e8(8)
in different ways to give any possible nilpotent element Pz with varied amount (including
zero) of supersymmetry; so, it is important for supersymmetry which nilpotent orbit the
embedding of Pz falls into.
It is easily shown that Pz is conjugate to:
Pz ∼ ω−1ω˙ + ω˙ω−1 + i(ω−1Xω + ωXTω−1), (125)
15Recall the definition of ./ in (53).
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where we have again selected ω such that m = ω2. If we set:
A ≡ ω−1ω˙ + ω˙ω−1, B ≡ Y + Y T , Y = ω−1Xω, (126)
then we see that the demand that16 P 2z = 0 can be translated into the (equivalent by
conjugation) condition that (A− iB)2 = 0, or:
A2 = B2, {A,B} = 0, (127)
where {·, ·} is the anticommutator. After a rescaling, this means A,B are a representation
of the Euclidean two-dimensional Clifford algebra. Since both matrices are also symmetric,
that means we can conjugate Pz so that A and B take the following form:
A = diag(b1, b2, · · · , bn)⊗ σ3 + 0m, B = diag(b1, b2, · · · , bn)⊗ σ1 + 0m, (128)
where bi 6= 0, and 0m denotes a possibility of having an additional m eigenvalues of 0. The
most important thing to realize is that the non-zero eigenvalues of A,B thus must come in
pairs: if λ is an eigenvalue of either then so is −λ, and with the same multiplicity. For Y ,
we have:
Y =
1
2
diag(b1, b2, · · · , bn)⊗ σ1 + 0m +A, AT = −A. (129)
By doing a global G transformation m → gmgT , we can assume that m(u0) = 1 at
any given point u = u0 (note that this also induces X → gXg−1). If m(u0) = 1, then the
expression at u = u0 become:
A = m˙(u0) = diag(b1, b2, · · · , bn)⊗σ3+0m, B = X+XT = diag(b1, b2, · · · , bn)⊗σ1+0m.
(130)
Given this data at a point u = u0, the equation of motion allows us in principle to find the
entire solution for m(u).
5.2 Various Explicit Examples
We will now consider a variety of examples in an sl(3) subalgebra of e8. First we will
“warm up” by rederiving the N -, K-, A-brane solutions for sl(2) using the potential and
the energy/momentum constraints.
Our convention for the matrix generators of sl(3) in the fundamental representation is
the following:
H1 =
 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 , H2 = 1√
3
 1 0 00 −2 0
0 0 1
 ,
X12 =
 0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 , X13 =
 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 , X23 =
 0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0
 ,
Y12 = X
T
12, Y13 = X
T
13, Y23 = X
T
23.
(131)
16We will leave out the superscript f in the rest of this section, but all matrices should always be considered
in the fundamental representation of sl(k).
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The scalar matrix will be parametrized by:
m(u) = v(u)v(u)T , v(u) = ea1X23ea2X13ea3X12e
1
2 (φ1H1+φ2H2), (132)
so that the functions of u are a1, a2, a3, φ1, φ2.
5.2.1 Warm Up: sl(2)
The algebra sl(2) is small enough to allow a more or less comprehensive study of possible
monodromies. Of course, we have studied a solution for every possibility of monodromy—
the N -brane for nilpotent X, the K-brane for semisimple, compact X, and the A-brane for
semisimple, noncompact X. We will see here how these three solutions have a natural place
within this potential formalism. We will only consider the K- and A-branes with λ = 1 here
for simplicity.
We take as ansatz:
m(u) = ea(u)Xsl(2)eφ(u)Hsl(2)ea(u)Ysl(2) =
(
eφ + a2e−φ ae−φ
ae−φ e−φ
)
, (133)
X = eXsl(2) + fYsl(2) + hHsl(2) =
(
h e
f −h
)
. (134)
In giving P fz , we will use (see also (12)):
v(u) = ea(u)Xsl(2)e
1
2φ(u)Hsl(2) , (m(u) = v(u)v(u)T ), (135)
V (u, ϕ) = eϕXv(u), Pz =
1− θ
2
V −1∂zV. (136)
Our kinetic and potential energies become:
K =
1
2
(
a˙2e−2φ + φ˙2
)
, (137)
W = −e f − 1
2
e2φf2 − 2h2 + 2f h a− f2 a2 − 1
2
e−2φ(e+ 2h a− f a2)2. (138)
The momentum constraint is:
cX = a˙(−a2f + e+ 2ah)e−2φ − 2afφ˙+ a˙f + 2hφ˙ = 0. (139)
For this sl(2) system, since we have only two variables a, φ, we see that the two constraints
(energy and momentum) in principle completely determine the solution in function of the
constants e, f, h. Let us study the three cases which lead to the N,A,K-branes:
1. N -brane, (e, f, h) = (1, 0, 0):
The potential energy and momentum become:
W = −1
2
e−2φ, (140)
cX = a˙e
−2φ. (141)
The energy constraint H = K + W = 0 and the momentum constraint cX = 0 are
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solved by:
a(u) = a0, (142)
φ(u) = log(±(u− u0)). (143)
We note that, for u→∞, we have W → 0 as φ (and thus m) diverges. The N -brane
of section 4.2.1 (with the plus sign in the monodromy) is this solution with the specific
choice a0 = 0, u0 = 0 and the minus sign in the expression for u. P
f
z , for the plus sign
in φ(u) (which is the only physically sensible solution) is given by:
P fz =
eu
2(u− u0)
(
1 i
i −1
)
, (144)
which clearly satisfies (P fz )
2 = 0. For e = −1, we would get the same expression for Pz
but with different signs for the (12) and (21) components, which means Pz for e = −1
is in a different orbit from Pz for e = +1.
2. K-brane, (e, f, h) = (1,−1, 0):
The potential energy and momentum are given by:
W = 1− a2 − 1
2
e2φ − 1
2
e−2φ(1 + a2)2, (145)
cX = a˙(a
2 + 1)e−2φ + 2aφ˙− a˙. (146)
The general solution to the constraint equations is given by:
φ = log
(c2 + 4)e4(u−u0) − 1
4e4(u−u0) + (ce2(u−u0) − 1)2 , (147)
a = ± 4e
2(u−u0)
4e4(u−u0) + (ce2(u−u0) − 1)2 . (148)
For u→∞, we have W → 0 and m→ 1. The K-brane of section 4.2.2 is this solution
with c = 0, u0 = (1/2) log 2 and choosing the minus sign for a. We have:
P fz = 2e
u
( ∓2i+ c
e−2(u−u0) − (∓2i+ c) −
4 + c2
e−4(u−u0) − (4 + c2)
)(
1 −i
−i −1
)
, (149)
which satisfies (P fz )
2 = 0. For e = −1, f = +1, we would get the same expression for
Pz but with different signs for the (12) and (21) components (just like for the N -brane),
which signifies that the two Pz’s lie in different nilpotent orbits.
3. A-brane, (e, f, h) = (0, 0, 1):
The potential and momentum are:
W = −2− 2a2e−2φ < 0, (150)
cX = 2a˙ae
−2φ + 2φ˙. (151)
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The general solutions are given by:
φ = log[2c cos(2(u− u0))], (152)
a = ±2c sin(2(u− u0)). (153)
Note that for u→∞, the solution remains oscillating. It is also clearly not possible to
ever reach W = 0. The A-brane of section 4.2.3 is this solution with c = 1/2, u0 = c1/2,
and choosing the plus sign for a. We get:
P fz = −eu(tan 2(u− u0) + i)
(
1 ±i
±i −1
)
, (154)
which again satisfies (P fz )
2 = 0. Note that for the same monodromy, we are able to
construct an A-brane with Pz in both possible conjugacy classes (as opposed to both
the N - and K-brane).
5.2.2 sl(3) Example 1: simple nilpotent
Take as monodromy:
X = X13 =
 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 . (155)
Clearly there is a solution in an sl(2) subalgebra that has (P fz )
2 = 0 and corresponds to
an N -brane where we embed Xsl(2) onto X = X13. However, we are interested in finding a
different solution with this same monodromy; a solution that is “truly sl(3)” in the sense
that it can not be given by an sl(2) solution embedded in sl(3).
The potential is given by:
W = −1
2
e−2φ1 . (156)
The momentum constraint is:
a˙2 − a3a˙1 = 0. (157)
One can use (116) to obtain the following three conserved charges:
c11 = −e−φ1+
√
3φ2a1a˙1 + e
−φ1−
√
3φ2a3a˙3 +
2√
3
φ˙2,
c12 = e
−φ1−
√
3φ2 a˙3, c23 = e
−φ1+
√
φ2 a˙1,
(158)
where we have used Y = X11 + X33, X12, X23, respectively, and already used cX = 0. In
principle, the five conserved charges H, cX , c11, c12, c23 are enough to determine the variables
φ1, φ2, a1, a2, a3. The N -brane embedding where Xsl(2) is embedded onto X has φ1 = log u;
φ2, a1, a2, a3 = const.; c11 = c12 = c23 = 0; this is the only possible solution with (P
f
z )
2 = 0.
To find a “truly sl(3)” solution, we take the following ansatz:
c11 = 0, c12 = c23 ≡ c 6= 0,
a1(u) = a3(u) ≡ a(u), a2(u) = 1
2
a(u)2 + a20,
φ1(u) = log
a˙(u)
c
, φ2(u) = 0.
(159)
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The solution for a(u) is given by:
a(u) = −
(
2
−c
)2/3
ζ
((−c
2
)1/3
(u− u0); 0, −c2
)
+ a0, (160)
where ζ(z; g2, g3) is the Weierstrass zeta function. This function has an infinite number
of poles, so the solution will not be globally well-defined. For this solution (as mentioned
above), (P fz )
2 6= 0.
5.2.3 sl(3) Example 2: not nilpotent or semisimple, (P fz )2 6= 0
Let us consider the monodromy:
X =
 1 0 10 −2 0
0 0 1
 . (161)
This monodromy is neither nilpotent nor semisimple, and moreover its semisimple and
nilpotent parts can clearly never be embedded into two commuting sl(2) algebras (as sl(3)
does not contain two commuting sl(2) subalgebras).
The potential is given by:
W = −6− 9
2
e−φ1
(
e
√
3φ2a21 + e
−√3φ2a23
)
− 1
2
e−2φ1(1 + 3a1a3)2 < 0, (162)
so the potential is always strictly negative. We note thatX+XT is conjugate to diag(1, 3,−4),
which does not meet the criteria given in (130) as the non-zero eigenvalues are not paired,
so it will not be possible to find a solution with (P fz )
2 = 0.
A particularly easy “diagonal” solution is given by:
a1 = a2 = a3 = 0, φ2 = c, φ1 = log
sinh(2
√
3u)
2
√
3
. (163)
5.2.4 sl(3) Example 3: not nilpotent or semisimple, (P fz )2 = 0
We can alter the previous monodromy slightly to:
X =
 1 0 ±20 −2 0
0 0 1
 . (164)
Now, we see that the X + XT is conjugate to diag(4,−4, 0), which does fit the form given
in (130) since the non-zero eigenvalues are paired, so it should be possible to find a solution
with (P fz )
2 = 0.
The potential is given by:
W = −6− 1
2
e−2φ1(3a1a3 + x)2 − 9
2
e−φ1(e
√
3φ2a21 + e
−√3φ2a23) < 0, (165)
where x = ±2 is the (1, 3) entry of X.
To find a solution with (P fz )
2 = 0, we can start with the block diagonal form given by
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(130) for m˙(u0) for m(u0) = 1 and find the solution order by order in u−u0; doing this will
suggest the ansatz φ2 = 0, a1 = a3. Then, we can easily solve the full equation (P
f
z )
2 = 0
to find the following solution:
φ1 = log
[
2− cosh(2
√
3u)
]
, φ2 = 0,
a1 = ±a3 = 2
√
2
3
sinh(
√
3u), a2 = ±4
3
sinh2(
√
3u).
(166)
One can easily check that this solution satisfies the equations of motion as well. For φ1 to
be real, the range of u is restricted to:
− 1
2
√
3
log(2 +
√
3) < u <
1
2
√
3
log(2 +
√
3), (167)
so in particular this solution does not extend to the origin r = 0 (u → +∞). The metric
function can be found from (91) and is given by:
eU = e−2u
2+c1u+c0
[
− cosh(2
√
3u) + 2
]
. (168)
This is positive only in the range indicated above in (167).
5.2.5 sl(3) Example 4: non-trivial nilpotent, (P fz )2 = 0
Let us now take:
X = X12 +X13 =
 0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
 . (169)
Again, because X is nilpotent, there exists an embedding of sl(2) into sl(3) that takes Xsl(2)
onto X, and the sl(2) N -brane then trivially gives a solution with this X. However, for this
N -brane embedding, we know that P fz is conjugate to X, so that we will have (P
f
z )
2 6= 0.
Here, we would like to investigate the possibility of a solution with the embedding given by
X but with (P fz )
2 = 0.
We can again find a solution by demanding m(u0) = 1, and then we find:
m˙(u0) =
1√
2
 1 0 10 −2 0
1 0 1
 , (170)
and we can use this to perturbatively find a solution in around u0 = 0:
a1 = a3 = 0,
a2 =
1√
2
(
u− 1
2
u3 +
3
20
u5 − 3
56
u7 +
1
56
u9 − 15
2464
u11 · · ·
)
,
φ1 = −3
4
u2 − 3
16
u4 − 3
16
u6 − 117
896
u8 − 123
1120
u10 − 165
1792
u12 − · · · ,
φ2 =
√
3
2
(
u+
1
2
u3 +
3
10
u5 +
3
14
u7 +
19
112
u9 +
87
616
u11 + · · ·
)
.
(171)
We have been unable to find an analytic closed-form expression for these functions, but from
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this perturbative expansion it seems likely that the range of u will again be restricted—this
time to ‖u‖ ≤ 1.
5.3 Taxonomy of Brane Solutions
We have now explored a plethora of single-centered sl(n) brane solutions with the ansatz
(87) with varying properties. These brane solutions are summarized in a self-contained way
in Table 3. In this table, we give (i) the subalgebra of e8 that the solution lives in, (ii) the
monodromy X of the solution, together with the fact if it is (iii) semisimple, (iv) nilpotent,
and/or (v) compact (i.e. X ∈ k). We also give (vi) the reference to the section in the text
where the explicit solution is to be found. Finally, a number of properties of the solution
are given: whether (vii) (P fz )
2 = 0 (which is necessary but not sufficient for supersymmetry
as explained in section 5.1.3), whether (viii) the solution is globally defined (i.e. extends to
the origin r = 0, at which the brane is expected to “sit”), and whether (ix) the solution
approaches a point where the potential energy vanishes, W = 0 (see section 5.1).
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subalgebra X semisimple nilpotent compact sol. (sect.) (P fz )2 = 0 global W → 0
sl(2)
(
0 1
0 0
)
© 4.2.1 © © 4
sl(2)
(
0 1
−1 0
)
© © 4.2.2 © © ©
sl(2)
(
1 0
0 −1
)
© 4.2.3 ©
(sl(2) ⊂ ) e8 any nilpotent © 4.3 ©† © 4
(sl(2)n ⊂) e8 any semisimple © (©) 4.4 ©† (©) (©)
sl(2)n any (in sl(2)n) (©) (©) (©) 4.5 ©† © (©)
sl(3)
 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 © 5.2.2
(sl(2) ⊂ sl(3)) © 4.2.1 ©‡ © 4
sl(3)
 1 0 10 −2 0
0 0 1
 5.2.3 ©
sl(3)
 1 0 ±20 −2 0
0 0 1
 5.2.4 ©
sl(3)
 0 1 00 0 1
0 0 0
 © 5.2.5 ©
(sl(2) ⊂ sl(3)) © 4.2.1 ©∧ © 4
Table 3: The summary of all single-center brane solutions we have considered with ansatz (87) in sections 4 and 5. See the text of section 5.3 for the meaning of the
columns and for discussion.
Legend: ©: yes; (©): depending on the specific example, yes or no (see the relevant section in the text); 4: the solution approaches W = 0 for divergent m;
©†: (P fz )2 = 0 in the fundamental of the smallest sl(k) subalgebra which contains all of the sl(2)n subalgebras.
©‡: (P fz )2 = 0 in the fundamental of sl(2) and in the fundamental of sl(3).
©∧: (P fz )2 = 0 in the fundamental of sl(2) but (P fz )2 6= 0 in the fundamental of sl(3).
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A first goal would be to classify the possible monodromies X ∈ sl(n) ⊂ e8 that can be
the monodromy of a globally defined (extending to the origin), supersymmetric (for which
(P fz )
2 = 0 is necessary) brane solution. We have showed that a neccesary condition for a
monodromy to have (P fz )
2 = 0 is that it is of the form given in (130). In fact, unfortu-
nately, from the examples we have considered it would not seem that there are any other
strong statements that one can make about the existence of such global, supersymmetric
solutions. In fact, the strongest conclusion that we seem to be able to draw is that there
is no “easy” classification of possible supersymmetric monodromies—to say nothing of the
non-supersymmetric case. The difficulty of classification is in contrast to the much eas-
ier sl(2) situation, where all possible monodromies are conjugate to either the A-, K-, or
N -brane.
Even though we have no strong statements to make about the classification of supersym-
metric monodromies (besides the one neccessary criterium given in (130)), we can still make
two observations based on the examples we have studied above, which may point towards
general principles (although we are unaware of a general proof for either of them):
• It seems that it is impossible to construct a globally (extending to the origin) defined
solution that is supersymmetric (which needs (P fz )
2 = 0) when X has a non-zero
non-compact semisimple part (for example, the A-brane).
• It seems necessary (but by no means sufficient, as our examples show) that W = 0 is
reached in order for a solution to be globally well-defined and supersymmetric.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have found a full classification of the supersymmetric solutions in 3D
maximal supergravity. There are two classes of solutions: a null class which are 1/2-BPS pp-
waves; and a timelike class. For the timelike class, the amount of supersymmetry preserved
is necessarily and sufficiently determined by the conjugacy class or orbit of the quantity Pz:
only specific nilpotent orbits preserve some supersymmetry; which nilpotent orbits preserve
supersymmetry and how much is tabulated in Table 2.
While this classification gives all of the necessary and sufficient conditions for local
supersymmetry, it lacks an interpretation in terms of the allowed (supersymmetric) scalar
monodromies as we travel around branes or point particles. To obtain more insight in
this matter, we have considered a number of explicit single-center point particle solutions
living in a subalgebra sl(n) ⊂ e8. By considering both sl(2) and more contrived sl(3)
solutions with varying properties, we were able to show that there appears to be no simple
relationship between the scalar monodromy and the supersymmetry-determining quantity
Pz. This is unfortunate, because it implies that there is no easy way to use our classification
to understand which classes of brane monodromies will be able to preserve supersymmetry.
One of the subtleties that arises is that in order to find the explicit solutions, we need
to solve a particular ordinary group-valued differential equation. This differential equation
has various interesting properties, including the existence of a series of conserved quantities,
but unfortunately these are insufficient to determine the solutions we are interested in.
Moreover, as we demonstrated with explicit examples, it can happen that there exists a
solution of the differential equation which exists locally but which cannot be extended all
the way to the origin where the exotic object is located. These solutions could still be of
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value and describe e.g. the geometry between boundaries or domain walls, but are not bona
fide gravitational descriptions of exotic objects. Thus, the presence of supersymmetry alone
does not guarantee the existence of the exotic object.
Even if one does find a supersymmetric object, it would require further analysis whether
this is truly a bound state or whether it is a marginal bound state or superposition of other
more fundamental objects. This would probably require us to start looking at multi-centered
solutions which we have not attempted in this paper.
We should also emphasize that we employed a particular ansatz (87) when we constructed
our solutions. Though this ansatz appears quite natural, we did not prove that it exhausts
all possible supersymmetric solutions and we leave this to future work.
Another important point is that we have considered monodromies in the full super-
gravity U-duality group E8(8)(R), without making an effort to determine whether these
monodromies would exist in the appropriate arithmetic subgroup of E8(8) of the underlying
string theory. Although the subject of arithmetic subgroups and their conjugacy classes
is a difficult mathematical problem, generically one expects these groups to be generated
by exponentiating compact semi-simple and nilpotent elements. This would imply that the
A-brane (as well as all other branes with non-compact semi-simple monodromies) might
simply not exist in the full string theory, providing a possible explanation as to why the
supergravity brane solution does not appear to be globally well-behaved.17
Another topic which would be interesting to address is the existence of global, multi-
centered solutions. To find these, on should consider a Riemann surface with various punc-
tures, each of which corresponds to an exotic object with given monodromy, and ask whether
this is a consistent solution. For example, if the Riemann surface is a two-sphere, and the
branes are sevenbranes, we know from F-theory that the allowed solutions correspond to
elliptically fibered K3’s. But whether this geometrical picture can be extended to other
duality groups, or whether there exists a more algebraic approach to this problem are all
interesting but difficult open problems [37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
A natural place to study exotic non-geometric branes that we have studied is in the
formalism of doubled or extended field theory (for recent reviews, see [42, 43]; for related
work, see [44]), where these branes would have a geometric interpretation. We have not
used this at all in our analysis, but it would certainly be interesting to study general exotic
branes within this framework and elucidate their nature. In the current paper, we focused
on codimension two objects in string theory, but objects with still lower codimension are
also interesting. In particular, codimension one objects are produced by the supertube effect
[45] when two codimension one objects are put together. Codimension one objects can be
more non-geometric than codimension two objects (see e.g. [46]), and formalisms such as
doubled or extended field theory may become more relevant and useful for their study.
It has been argued that exotic branes are relevant for the microscopic physics of black
holes because they can in principle be produced by successive supertube transitions [11, 47,
12]. We hope that the analysis in this paper will be useful as an approximate near-brane
description of exotic branes thus produced in black hole systems.
Overall, three dimensional maximal supergravity has turned out to be a remarkably rich
theory. Presumably, we have only scratched the surface and many more interesting facts are
still awaiting discovery.
17We wish to thank the anonymous referee for pointing this out to us.
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A Construction of e8
A.1 Gamma Matrices of so(16)
Let us recall some facts about the SO(16) algebra [29, 48]. The Dirac algebra of SO(16) re-
quires 256-dimensional matrices corresponding to the reducible spinor representation 128 + 128′
of SO(16). These matrices can be taken in the block diagonal form as
ΓI =
(
0 ΓI
AA˙
ΓI
B˙B
0
)
, (172)
where ΓI
A˙A
= (ΓI
AA˙
)T . The range of the indices is I = 1, . . . , 16; A,B = 1, . . . , 128; A˙, B˙ =
1, . . . , 128. The Clifford algebra {ΓI ,ΓJ} = 2δIJ amounts to the equations
ΓI
AA˙
ΓJ
A˙B
+ ΓJ
AA˙
ΓI
A˙B
= 2δIJδAB , Γ
I
A˙A
ΓJ
AB˙
+ ΓJ
A˙A
ΓI
AB˙
= 2δIJδA˙B˙ . (173)
We also define
ΓIJAB ≡
1
2
(ΓI
AA˙
ΓJ
A˙B
− ΓJ
AA˙
ΓI
A˙B
). (174)
We will always be working in a purely real representation of the Γ matrices, so that the
Majorana spinors I (the supersymmetry transformations) are always real.
A.2 Two Constructions of e8(8)
The algebra of e8 can be viewed as appending 128 generators Y
A in the Majorana-Weyl
representation of so(16) to the 120 generators XIJ of so(16) [48]. All the commutation
relations are then given by:
[XIJ , XKL] = δIKXIL + δJLXIK − δILXJK − δJKXIL,
[XIJ , Y A] = −1
2
ΓIJABY
B ,
[Y A, Y B ] =
1
2
ΓIJABX
IJ . (175)
The sign of the commutators was chosen so that the generators X,Y are those of the real
algebra of e8(8), where the compact (anti-hermitian) generators are given by X
IJ and the
non-compact (hermitian) generators are given by Y A. Thus, the generators of e8(8)	so(16),
used ubiquitously in this paper, are the Y A’s.
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There is also a second way of constructing the algebra e8, in the canonical way of the root
decomposition in the Cartan-Weyl basis. The roots of e8 can be taken to be all 8-vectors of
two kinds: one with two non-zero components that are each given by either +1 or −1 (112
roots of this kind) and a kind with all 8-vectors with all components equal to ±1/2 with the
sum of the components being 2n with n an integer, i.e. there are an even number of +1/2
components (128 roots of this kind). Schematically, we have:
∆ = {α = ei ± ej ; i 6= j} ∪ {α = 1
2
(e1 ± e2 ± · · · ± e8) ,
∑
αi mod 2 = 0}, (176)
with ∆ the collection of roots, and ei the 8-vector with an entry 1 in the ith place and 0
everywhere else. The algebra then consists of eight Cartan generators Hi and the 240 root
generators Eα. All commutators are given by:
[Hi, Eα] = α
iEα, (177)
[Eα, E−α] = αiHi, (178)
[Eα, Eβ ] = Nα,βEα+β , (179)
where Nα,β is only non-zero if α+β is a root; these coefficients Nα,β are highly constrained by
a number of symmetries that the commutators need to respect (including Jacobi identities),
but there are still a number of constants in their definition that one can choose arbitrarily.
With this construction, the 128 non-compact, hermitian generators of e8(8) are the generators
Hi and Eα + E−α; the 120 compact, anti-hermitian generators are given by Eα − E−α.
A.3 Map Between Constructions
The root decomposition is natural from a Lie algebra point of view; for example the nilpo-
tent orbit representatives in [34] are given in terms of sums of the root vectors Eα. However,
from a 3D supergravity point of view, the decomposition in so(16)+spinor is more natu-
ral, as e.g. the elements P , which live in the non-compact part of the algebra, are always
treated as a spinor of so(16). Thus, for some calculations we need an explicit map be-
tween the two constructions of e8(8). We will now schematically explain our way of mapping
the so(16)+spinor construction to the root decomposition; we will essentially be using the
adjoint representation of e8 for this.
The first step in our construction of the map is to select 8 generators to serve as the
Cartan subalgebra {HI}. These must be non-compact generators, so we can select 8 linear
combinations of generators Y A that all mutually commute, so that Hi = HiAY A. In practice,
we do this by selecting a first generator H1(Y A) arbitrarily, and then iteratively finding a
new generator Hj(Y A) that commutes with all the previous Hi’s. The commutator of Hi
with an arbitrary element xIJXIJ +PAY A is given by the matrix operation Ci on (xIJ , PA)
as:
Ci
(
xij
PA
)
=
1
2
(
0120 HiAΓIJAB
HiAΓIJAB 0128
)(
xIJ
PB
)
, (180)
where the 0 denote square zero matrices of the denoted dimension, and the upper-right and
lower-left matrices should be considered as 128× 120 and 120× 128 matrices, respectively.
Finally, the generators Hi must all be semi-simple, which is equivalent to demanding that
the matrices Ci are diagonalizable. This must be checked to safely conclude that span{Hi}
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is a valid Cartan subalgebra of e8. Finally, we rescale all of our H
i’s so that the 128-vector
norm of (HiA) is 1.
The second step is to identify the 240 root vectors Eα. This requires finding the 240
simultaneous eigenvectors of the 8 matrices Ci defined above. This can again be done
iteratively. We can start by diagonalizing C1 as C1 = P1D1P
−1
1 , where D1 is the resulting
diagonal matrix. Then, we perform the change of basis given by P1 on C
2 and diagonalize
this by P−11 C
2P1 = P2D2P
−1
2 , and so forth. In the end, the matrix that simultaneously
diagonalizes all Ci’s (and thus contains the sought-after 240 eigenvectors) is given by P ≡
P1 ·P2 · . . . ·P8. The root vectors (Eα˜,ij , Eα˜,A), with Eα˜ = Eα˜,AY A +Eα˜,ijXij , are then given
by the columns of P . By solving the appropriate eigenvalue equation for each column of P ,
we can match each column to a root vector α˜.
We are not yet finished, as the roots α˜ that we obtain by this procedure are in general not
the ones we are interested in as described above. This is because there are many different
admissable root systems for e8, which are related to a rotation of the Cartan generators H
i.
So the final step is to find an 8×8 orthogonal matrix T which rotates the Hi’s as H → TH,
and thus rotating the α˜’s into the correct root vectors α = T α˜.
Finally, we rescale all vectors (Eα˜,ij , Eα˜,A) so that the 248-vector norm is 1 for each of
these vectors, and further we rescale all negative root vectors (i.e. we must make a choice of
positive and negative roots for every pair of roots ±α) with ±1 so that [Eα, E−α] = +α ·H
for every α. With this normalization, we also have [Eα, Eβ ] = Nα,βEα+β with N = ±1 if
α+ β is a root.
Note that, by construction (i.e. by using the commutation relations (175) and selecting
the Hi’s as combinations of Y ’s), we have E−α,IJ = −Eα,IJ and E−α,A = +Eα,A, so that
indeed Eα + E−α and Hi are the non-compact generators and Eα − E−α are the compact
generators.
A.4 Calculations in e8(8)
There are a number of calculations in the paper where we need the explicit map between
the Cartan decomposition and the so(16)+spinor construction of e8(8). Here we will briefly
sketch the procedure of these calculations.
A.4.1 Calculating Supersymmetry Preserved by Pz (proof of result c in
section 3.2.4)
Our goal is to calculate directly the amount of supersymmetry that the equation
ζ
I
ΓI
AA˙
PAz = 0 (181)
preserves for Pz in a particular nilpotent K(C)-orbit of pC. A list of explicit representatives
for each G(R)-orbit in gR is listed in [34]; moreover, these representatives are the nilpositive
elements of Cayley triples (see section 2.3.4). This means that, given a nilpositive element
X which is a representative of the orbit i (where i ∈ {1, . . . ,115}), we can find the rest of
the standard Cayley triple by Y = −θ(X) and H = [X,Y ]. Then, the fact that {H,X, Y }
is a standard Cayley triple and the Kostant-Sekiguchi bijection (see section 2.3.3) assures
us that X ′ = 12 (X + Y + iH) is a nilpotent element in the corresponding K(C)-orbit i in
pC.
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To summarize, given the element X ∈ gR listed in [34], we take Pz = 12 (X − θ(X) −
i[X, θ(X)]). For this, we need the map between the root decomposition and the so(16)+spinor
construction as X is listed in [34] in terms of the root vectors Eα. Once we have constructed
a representative Pz in this way, it is then a simple manner of plugging in this Pz in (181)
and solving for the 16 complex components ζI to see how many (real) degrees of freedom of
ζI are still free to choose and thus how much supersymmetry is preserved.
A.4.2 Proving ciHi Preserves No Supersymmetry (proof of result b in
section 3.2.3)
We wish to prove that the equation (181), for Pz =
∑
ciHi, always breaks all supersymmetry
unless all of the complex constants ci = 0. Again, we need the map between the root
decomposition and the so(16)+spinor construction for this calculation. Then it is a simple
matter to set Pz =
∑
ciHi and solve (181) in Mathematica; the solution unambiguously tells
us that either all components ζI = 0 (supersymmetry is completely broken) or all constants
ci = 0 (Pz = 0).
A.4.3 Finding Brane Representatives for the Orbits (section 4.3.1)
Given a brane configuration X, we need an unambiguous way to determine which orbit the
brane configuration is a representative of. Fortunately, there are two easy criteria, which are
two orbit-invariant quantities given by dim and inv. The dimension dim of an orbit is the
dimension as an algebraic variety, and can be calculated using a representative X as [31]:
dim(OX) = dim(g)− dim(gX), (182)
where the dimensions on the right hand side are simply the dimensions as vector spaces,
and gX = {Y ∈ g, [X,Y ] = 0} is the centralizer of X in g (which is a subalgebra of g).
The invariant inv (of a real nilpotent orbit) is defined as the (complex) dimension of the
centralizer, restricted to the compact space so(16)C, of the neutral element H ′ = i(X − Y )
of the Cayley transform (see section 2.3.4) of a real Cayley triple {H,X, Y } [34]. In symbols,
for any representative X that is the nilpositive element of a Cayley triple:
inv(OX) = dim
(
so(16)H
′)
, H ′ = i(X − Y ) = i(X + θ(X)). (183)
Since our brane configurations are always sums of (positive) root vectors Eα, they are by
construction the nilpositive element of a Cayley triple, so that inv is easily calculated for
these brane configurations. We note that some higher dimensional nilpotent orbits are not
unambiguously specified by giving dim and inv of the orbit, but these two characteristics
are sufficient for the orbits that we are interested in (< 20).
B Mathematical Theorems
Here we review theorems and facts from various mathematical papers for convenient ref-
erence. We will refer to them all as lemmas in our paper, even though they are lemmas,
propositions, or theorems in the original paper.
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The paper [35] deals mainly with the subject of K(C)-orbits in pC, and is thus invaluable
to our discussion of Pz. We will leave out the subscript C in the statement of the following
propositions. Also, the following three propositions are valid for any Lie algebra g with
Cartan decomposition g = k⊕ p.
Lemma B.1. ([35], Prop. 3 (p764).) If x ∈ pC has a Jordan decomposition x = xs + xn,
then xs ∈ pC and xn ∈ pC.
Here and in the following, the Jordan decomposition of an element x is the unique
decomposition x = xs + xn such that xs is semi-simple, xn is nilpotent, and [xs, xn] = 0.
The following two lemmas are quite analogous to their counterparts for G(C)-orbits in gC.
Lemma B.2. ([35], Lemma 11 (p782).) Let x ∈ pC have a Jordan decomposition x =
xs + xn. Then xs ∈ Ox, where Ox is the orbit of x.
Lemma B.3. ([35], Theorem 1, partial (p764).) All Cartan subspaces of pC are conjugate
under the action of K(C). Moreover, an element in x ∈ pC is semi-simple if and only if it
can be embedded in a Cartan subspace of pC. In particular, x is semi-simple if and only if
x is K-conjugate to an element in a given Cartan subspace.
In the paper [33] (and erratum [49]), the complete Hasse diagram of the nilpotent K(C)-
orbits in pC, or equivalently the G(R)-orbits in gR, is found for the split form G = E8(8). The
Hasse diagram indicates diagramatically how the nilpotent orbits’ closures are contained in
one another. Here we reproduce the first part of this closure diagram diagramatically as a
lemma. The closure diagram should be read as follows: if there is a line going from orbit O
to an orbit O′ to the right of O, then this means that O ⊂ O′.
Lemma B.4. ([33, 49], Theorem 4.2 (p580).) The first part of the Hasse diagram for
the K(R)-orbits in pR of E8(8) is given by Fig. 1. In addition, all other nilpotent orbits
not depicted are connected (directly or indirectly) to orbit 5, so that all nilpotent orbits not
depicted (as well as other orbits which are depicted, such as orbit 8) contain orbit 5 in their
closure.
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Figure 1: The first part of the Hasse closure diagram for nilpotent orbits in E8(8). Boldface (red) orbits are
those that preserve some supersymmetry (see Table 2; 0 = {0} is the trivial orbit).
In discussing semi-simple monodromies, we need results on the G(R)-orbits of semi-
simple elements in gR.
For the complexified version, these objects are very simple as every Cartan subalgebra
is G(C)-conjugate in gC, so every semi-simple element is conjugate to an element in a given
Cartan subalgebra; the complex semi-simple orbits are in one-to-one correspondence with
the elements of a Cartan subalgebra.
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However, the situation is more complicated for real algebras. In [32], all of the conjugacy
classes of Cartan subalgebras in real Lie algebras are classified and explicitly found:
Lemma B.5. ([32], mainly “Type (E VIII)” in paragraph 4 (p424-426).) All Cartan sub-
algebras in e8(8) are conjugate to one of ten Cartan subalgebras which are given by the
following construction.
Consider the roots α1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), α2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0), α3 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1),
α4 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1), α5 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), α6 = (0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0), α7 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0),
α8 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0). Note that these all satisfy that pairwise αi ± αj is not a root for
i 6= j. For each of these 8 roots αi, we consider the elements Sαi = Eαi − E−αi and
Hαi = αi · ~H (where ~H are our Cartan generators constructed in e8(8) 	 so(16)). Every
Cartan subalgebra is conjugate to a Cartan subalgebra spanned by some combination of Hαi ’s
and Sαi ’s. (For the explicit form of the ten choices, see [32].)
In particular, because every semi-simple element is part of a Cartan sub-algebra, this
implies that every semi-simple element in e8(8) is conjugate to some linear combination∑
i ciHαi +
∑
j cjSαj where i and j do not take the same values.
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